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1. Introduction
For the real amazement, if you wish to be amazed, is this process. You start
out as a single cell derived from the coupling of a sperm and an egg; this
divides in two, then four, then eight and so on, and at a certain stage there
emerges a single cell which has as all its progeny the human brain. The
mere existence of such a cell should be one of the great astonishments of the
earth. People ought to be walking around all day, all through their working
hours calling to each other in endless wonderment, talking of nothing except
that cell. Lewis Thomas (1979)∗
In the late 19th century, a group of biologists led by Edmund Beecher Wilson and
Thomas Hunt Morgan began to investigate the process of multicellular development
in fertilized eggs. They quickly found this process must have an enormous complexity
to give rise to creatures equipped with impressive characteristics. Among these char-
acteristics, which even nowadays are extraordinary to the extent that they are rarely
found in man made designs, are the ability to regenerate, and to be robust in reaction
to errors in their DNA, that is, the building process blueprints. Furthermore, biology
equips individuals with adaptivity to a wide range of environmental conditions, and the
capability to be constantly improved through random mutations and selection, despite
their high complexity.
In contrast, technical devices engineered by humans usually lack these characteristics,
even though they are much sought after. From an engineering point of view, designing
devices with more of these biological features is a challenge, since such designs would
necessitate a complex, internal monitoring system, and an adaptive building substrate
that allows for flexible resource allocation. At the same time, small random alterations
to the construction process must not disrupt overall development, even though many
processes would have to be interwoven intricately.
Fortunately, more and more details of biochemical and biophysical processes underly-
ing development have been discovered recently. Bioinformatic tools enable scientists
to integrate a vast amount of data on biological development, which in turn yield first
insights into the overall organization and interplay of the functional parts of the pro-
cess. This increasing insight into development is starting to allow an abstract, more
technical point of view on the biological process. If it is possible to abstract biological
development, and adapt these new concepts to an engineering design problem, we could
gain a novel engineering paradigm, creating artifacts with capabilities beyond those of
present-day designs.
∗Thomas, L. (1979). “On Embryology.” In The Medusa and the Snail, Viking Press, New York, p.
157.
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Thus, we have to ask ourselves, how to mimic biological development to gain such ar-
tifacts. The young research field of Artificial Development is devoted to this question.
Artificial Development scientists build computer simulations of biological growth pro-
cesses and use them to gain further insight into developmental design. The target is to
create novel approaches toward solving engineering problems of many different kinds,
such as efficient code for computer programs, flexible mechanical design or integrated
circuits.
For all these endeavors, it is crucial to abstract biological development prudently. Too
few details would limit the capabilities of the method, while too many details would
be too expensive to model, and too difficult to adapt to an engineering problem. Usu-
ally, computational development models are coupled to an evolutionary optimization
method to autonomously find this adaptation to engineering problems, which eventu-
ally allows the development of a device with the desired features. On one hand, this
is an elegant solution to achieve simulated developmental processes that go beyond
human design. On the other hand, depending on the model of development, Artifi-
cial Development can result in very complex solutions. This means that analysis and
understanding of the resulting design process can be extremely difficult.
This thesis is situated in the field of Artificial Development coupled to evolutionary
computation. I discuss the problem of finding a suitable abstraction level for the de-
velopmental process in engineering design. Here, suitable refers to the capability to
produce non-trivial artifacts, while keeping the developmental process and its forma-
tion comprehensible. Throughout this thesis, I distinguish between two components
of development: The first component is the dynamical control of the developmental
process. The second component is the cellular representation employed within develop-
ment. I study both components individually, as well as coupled together as a complete
Artificial Development system in an evolutionary context.
The basis for my investigation of simulated evolutionary development is an efficient
implementation of the process. I have created a novel artificial development simulation
environment for this purpose. It is designed to interface with a real valued evolution
strategy, and comprises a gene regulatory network simulation for control of the de-
velopment, 3D multi-body physics simulation, an implementation of different cellular
representations, as well as chemical diffusion simulation and mechanical evaluation of
the resulting designs. Using the simulation environment, I have investigated evolution
of graphs for the control of stable multicellular development. Analysis of the evolu-
tion of a negative feedback motif and its role in both individual developmental time
scale and evolutionary time scale gives insight into the problems arising from the use
of evolution to design graphs as a representation for dynamical systems. Following
this investigation, a cellular representation employing differential cellular forces is pre-
sented as the basis for structural design experiments. I have amended the biologically
inspired properties of polarization and chemotaxis to this model, to increase its rep-
resentational capacities. Both methods are evaluated on a mechanical stability design
problem, and compared to state of the art approaches in this field. This comparison, as
well as the negative feedback motif analysis, are the foundation of a criticism of graph
representations. Graphs are state of the art for representing developmental control in
2
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1. Introduction
an evolutionary context. I propose an alternative approach toward modeling dynamics
for evolutionary development. This approach is called Vector Field Embryogeny and
relies on phase space modeling of dynamics, rather than graphs. The representation
is thoroughly investigated in an evolutionary context and shows better performance
for simple benchmark problems as compared to graph approaches. The reason for this
advantage is investigated in terms of causality of the genotype- to phenotype-map.
This thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 introduces biological embryogenesis
as paradigm for Artificial Development. Both, the general process and an evolution-
ary perspective on it are presented. In Chapter 3, I review related work in Artificial
Development and describe the simulation environment, which is the basis for the in-
vestigations presented in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. Chapter 4 presents the investigations
into graph-based dynamical representations, while Chapter 5 describes my research
on Vector Field Embryogeny. In Chapter 6, I work out the details of the causality
investigations for Vector Field Embryogeny and the graph-based approach. Finally, in
Chapter 7, I conclude the thesis with a summary and discussion.
3
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2. The Paradigm: Embryogenesis –
The Early Development of
Organisms in Biology
2.1. Introduction
Multicellular organisms evolved to survive and reproduce successfully in a complex
environment. In biology, a sophisticated crossover, in which two single cells of parent
individuals fuse, necessitates a process of growth to create functional, adult offspring.
On the following pages, I will present an overview over the early phase of biological
development. This phase is called embryogenesis, and I will emphasize principles, that
are derived from processes found in a large number of species.
The development of an individual organism exhibits certain features typical for its
species. However, besides that, biologists find a great degree of similarities, which
are conserved in principle throughout many distinct species. Different embryogenies
exhibit similarities on many levels, such as gene regulation, cellular activity, and organic
growth, all temporally organized in similar embryonic stages, and allow for a connection
between creatures as unequal as chimps and fruit flies. In the first part of the chapter,
I will concentrate on the description of these biological principles.
Coupling the analysis of evolution with research on development is a relatively young
field of science termed evolutionary development, or short, evo-devo. In this field, not
only the historic background of developmental processes is paid attention to. Rather,
the mutual influence of evolution and development is researched. Genetic mutations
primarily cause alterations in the growth process of an individual. Since such a changed
development must still yield a viable organism in order to transfer the genetic alteration
to the next generation, only genetic changes that ‘fit’ into the existing development,
can be passed on. By similar means, developmental processes evolved, which allow a
high plasticity in phenotypic traits. Development allows evolution to ’tinker’ wisely.
Thus, developmental processes strongly influence the evolutionary path of species. The
second part of this chapter is dedicated to describing principles found in this field of
evo-devo in appropriate detail.
All information I am going to present in this chapter is summarized from the standard
literature (e.g. [1, 2, 3, 4]), where the interested reader can find abundant details on
the interplay of genes and cells during embryogenesis in the light of evolution.
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2.2. Building a Multicellular Organism
2.2.1. An Overview
The development of a multicellular organism starts from a single fertilized egg cell,
the zygote. The process of growth is organized as a series of cellular divisions and
coordinated cell actions, in which the information stored on the DNA (deoxyribonucleic
acid) is extracted and used to form a functional individual. Embryogenesis stands for
the early phase of this development, from the zygote to the end of the embryonic stage,
which is marked by birth of an individual or a transition into the larva stage.
Two abstract processes govern embryogenesis: cellular proliferation, and differentia-
tion. Proliferation is the provision of cellular material, i.e. the creation of new cells
through cell divisions, which are the basis to physically shape the organism. Cellular
differentiation is the way how a cell, in comparison to others, changes its role and
specializes to perform a distinct function. In this context, both the position of the
differentiating cell, as well as the type it differentiates into, need to be coordinated,
locally in the cellular neighborhood, as well as globally with respect to the whole em-
bryo. To achieve this coordination, biology relies on cellular communication. Cellular
communication is based on an exchange of physical and chemical signals, which can
take place in a variety of ways. Section 2.2.3 is dedicated to the description of these
means of cellular information exchange and processing. We will see how both, self
organization and hierarchical control are employed, to create robust growth.
Leaving the cellular level and assuming a more abstract, systematic viewpoint, we ob-
serve a striking similarity in the temporal pattern of embryogenesis throughout animal
species. Most animals exhibit an early development that follows a well defined sequence
of embryonic stages. Each of them has characteristic features and a clearly assignable
function for the successful growth of the individual.
In the following, I will give more details on the aforementioned processes and pat-
terns of embryogenesis on different levels of abstraction. I start by presenting general
background on genetics, which is the molecular basis for embryogenesis. Then, com-
munication on the cellular level will be discussed. I will conclude with a macroscopic
description of the embryonic stages and their function in a successful development.
2.2.2. Genes and Differential Gene Expression During
Embryogenesis
The DNA encodes all information necessary for the construction and maintenance of the
organism. Hence, it can be seen as a blueprint, which encodes a temporal and spatial
sequence of events that take place during development. Each cell in a multicellular
organism contains a copy of the same DNA, such that the information is present and
can be processed in a parallel manner by each cell separately. The DNA is structured
6
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Figure 2.1.: A schematic representation of the process of translating a gene into a protein.
The upper panel depicts the structure of a typical eukaryotic gene, the lower panel gives a
simplified sequence of the process. More information is given in the text.
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into genes, which, in an eukaryotic organism, are typically composed of five distinct
functional regions (see Figure 2.1):
1. a promoter region,
2. the transcription initiation site,
3. the translation initiation site,
4. a sequence of exons and introns,
5. a translation termination site and
6. a transcription termination site.
The process of using the information encoded on the DNA starts with the transcription
of genetic information (first stel in the lower panel of Figure 2.1). The promoter region
is responsible for the initiation of the transcription process. The RNA polymerase, an
enzyme which transcribes the genetic information on the DNA into RNA (ribonucleic
acid) so that it can be further processed, binds to the DNA at the promoter region.
The transcription process is then started at the transcription initiation site. The RNA
polymerase shifts along the DNA and copies the information into an RNA strand known
as nuclear RNA (nRNA). This strand of RNA is then further processed to remove
certain regions referred to as introns, and re-align the remaining regions (exons), a
process known as splicing. The resulting RNA, called messenger RNA (mRNA) is then
transported to, and translated on the ribosomes. Ribosomes are complexes of RNA
and proteins, which specifically detect nucleotide triplets in the mRNA and accordingly
align a sequence of amino acids, which are provided by the tRNA. The sequence of
amino acids then self-arranges into a three dimensional structure (folding), forming a
protein. This protein serves as a basic functional unit for the cell. For example, it
can become part of the cell membrane or form complexes with other proteins. It can
also serve as a signal, which means that it gets involved in the transcription process of
genes as explained as follows.
The RNA polymerase needs special proteins to be able to bind to the promoter region
of a gene to begin transcription. These proteins are called transcription factors (TFs).
There are specific DNA sites where they can bind to at the promoter. These sites
can be distinguished into enhancer sites and silencer sites. Enhancer sites attract
those TFs, which ease the binding of RNA polymerase to the DNA. If such a TF is
present, the transcription process can be initiated. A silencer can be seen as an inverse
enhancer: If the TF is present, the probability of transcription is reduced. The TFs
that bind to enhancers or silencers are usually gene products themselves. Therefore, a
regulatory link can exist between genes: the product of one gene enhances or silences
the activity of another gene, which in turn can regulate the activity of another gene
and so on. The resulting interaction network can be depicted as a graph, where genes
are represented as nodes and TF-promoter interactions are depicted as the edges. The
graph naturally consists of two different types of unidirectional link: activation and
inhibition, depending on the TF and its binding site. A comprehensive description of
gene expression and regulation can be found in [2].
8
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The aforementioned graphs are called gene regulatory networks (GRNs). These GRNs
represent dynamical systems, which control the spatial and temporal pattern of gene
expression in an embryo and thereby the whole growth process. To structure an em-
bryo, it is necessary to have cells at certain positions behave differently from other,
surrounding cells. Since genes are responsible for cellular activity, this implies that the
activity of genes must differ in distinct cells, a state that is termed differential gene
expression.
Since all cells in an embryo originate from a single zygote, organized differential gene
expression necessitates an initial breaking of symmetry. Otherwise, a cellular division
would yield two identical daughter cells, and development would eventually result in a
colony of identical cells, rather than an organism with differentiated parts. Symmetry
breaking can be the result of at least three different causes in biology:
• Non-symmetric cleavage: if a cell divides in a way that one daughter cell has a
different concentration of TFs than the other daughter cell, a symmetry breaking
has occurred. Subsequently, genetic activation can differ in the two cells.
• Random fluctuations: small fluctuations in the intra- and extracellular concentra-
tions of chemical substances can trigger differential gene expression in neighboring
cells.
• (Initial) external conditions: defined external conditions, such as chemical gradi-
ents provided by the mother individual, or the point of entry of the sperm into the
egg, can provide positional information. Chemical gradients that are produced
by the mother are called maternal gradients and found to play a role in body
axis determination, i.e. symmetry breaking.
In this light, the role of the GRN is to allow for coordinated differential gene expres-
sion once a symmetry breaking has occurred. However, a secondary function, directly
related to biological evolution, can be attributed to the GRN: its complex dynamics
also allow to keep development robust yet flexible toward genetic and environmental
changes. Many genes of biological GRNs seem to provide to this secondary function [5].
I will present investigations into these evolutionary implications of GRNs in Chapter
4.
2.2.3. Cellular Communication
Cellular communication is a key component of coordinated multicellular development.
In biology, this communication occurs in terms of induction: one cell sends out a signal,
and induces a reaction in terms of behavioral change in other cells. Examples for such
changes are e.g. an altered cell shape, or a new developmental fate. Developmental
biologists distinguish between two communication roles in chemical signaling: inducing
cells and competent cells. The inducing cell produces chemical signals that can be
sensed and reacted to specifically by a competent cell. This implies that not all signals
are reacted to equally by all cells. In fact, a cell must be in a certain state to sense the
respective signal at all. The receiving cell must be competent, otherwise the signal is
not interpreted.
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Chemical signaling occurs at different distances in the growing embryo. Thus, three
types of signal transduction are distinguished, defined by the distance their signals are
allowed to travel. The spatially shortest communicative interaction is called juxtacrine
signaling. Juxtacrine interactions occur between directly neighbored cells via proteins
that are attached to the cell surfaces. On the other hand, paracrine interactions take
place between cells that have a short distance. It is achieved via short range diffusion of
TF-like chemicals. Finally, endocrine interaction describes the communication through
hormones that are transported through the blood and thus span over longer distances.
In summary, the different kinds of communication allow for coordinated cell actions
both, in localized regions, and across the embryo. Induction allows directed flow of
information, competence renders selective interpretation of this information possible.
From a systematic point of view, the coordination of development can be achieved with
two distinct methods. During biological development, both methods are employed. The
first possibility to coordinate a structuring process is known as self organization. In a
group of similar cells, all cells follow the same set of instructions and are both, compe-
tent, and inducers at the same time. Mutual influence leads to cellular differentiation,
e.g., a stable spatial gene expression pattern. Kondo [6] investigated how the stripe
pattern of a marine angelfish grows and rearranges itself during development through
self organization. He presents a computational model based on a Turing system [7],
composed of equal basic units, which can create growing patterns with striking similar-
ities to the biological example. The second way to coordinate growth on a cellular level
is hierarchical control of differentiation. A subset of a group of cells acquires induction
capabilities and induces organized cellular differentiation in surrounding cells. These
organizer cells exist in biological development throughout embryogenesis. Interestingly,
it seems that early organizer cells are predefined by maternal gradients, and divide into
new organizer cells, which then coordinate development in later embryonic stages. The
most prominent biological example is the Spemann’s Organizer in vertebrates [8]. It is
responsible for the induction of embryonic axis specification.
Pattern formation in systems of coupled units is an active field of research. Abstract
computational models exist for the study of their dynamical behavior, e.g. reaction
diffusion equations, cellular automata, etc. The model discussed in this thesis com-
prises simulated chemical diffusion to achieve cellular coordination. Since the cells are
the medium that reacts to these diffusing chemicals, the model potentially allows for
pattern creation abilities similar to a simple reaction diffusion model.
2.2.4. The Four Stages of Embryogenesis
Throughout the animal kingdom, embryogenesis consists of four typical stages:
• Fertilization
Fertilization takes place as two gametes combine to form the zygote, the fertilized
egg cell. The genetic material of two organisms is recombined and the fertilization
process triggers development to start. Primary body axes are defined in this
stage, usually by maternal gradients, produced by the mother individual.
10
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• Cleavage
The zygote transforms through multiple, rapid cellular divisions into a coarsely
structured heap of cells. From this early stage on, organizer cells are created,
which have the ability to induce further developmental processes in their neigh-
boring cells. From experiments with model organisms, it is known that most cells
in this stage do not have a pre-determined final function, i.e., they do not have a
defined cellular fate. Rather, cells are pluripotent, thus can take a multitude of
roles assigned to them by chemical signals available at their relative position in
the embryo. In this stage, embryos are robust: a loss of cells usually still results
in a complete individual after embryogenesis. However, a loss of organizer cells
results in an incomplete embryo that terminates development in the final part of
cleavage, the blastula stage.
The blastula is a hollow ball of cells, containing enough cellular material and
enough space on the inside for the following stage of gastrulation to proceed.
• Gastrulation
While cleavage results in a relatively simply shaped blastula, gastrulation is the
phase where physical structure is created in the embryo. Cells and tissues start
to move in a coordinated fashion. While patterns of gastrulation vary between
different species, only a few types of cellular movement can be observed, and are
described in [1] as follows
– Invagination: The infolding of a region of cells, much like the indenting of a
soft rubber ball when it is poked.
– Involution: The inturning or inward movement of an expanding outer layer
so that it spreads over the internal surface of the remaining external cells.
– Ingression: The migration of individual cells from the surface layer into the
interior of the embryo. The cells migrate independently.
– Delamination: The splitting of one cellular sheet into two more or less par-
allel sheets. The result is the formation of a new sheet of cells.
– Epiboly: The movement of cell-sheets that spread as a unit, rather than
individually, to enclose the deeper layers of the embryo.
• Organogenesis
After gastrulation, the embryo is coarsely structured. Functional parts of the
organism are separated. The following stage of organogenesis is characterized by
local cellular interaction to form functional organs such that hatching or birth of
a juvenile or larval stage of the organism ends embryogenesis.
When we consider the conserved order of embryonic stages above, and recollect the
systematic coordination mechanisms of development described in the previous section,
we might wonder whether a typical communication mode can be attributed to certain
stages. Developmental biologists have historically coined the terms regulative for a
self organizing, and mosaic for a hierarchical, modular development. They believed
that embryos follow one of these strategies exclusively. As stated by Raff [4], recent
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understanding shows that all embryogenies reach a point in development, where a
modularization and simultaneously an irreversible differentiation have taken place, such
that a removal of parts can not be compensated for. Raff argues that this point is only
reached later in those species whose development was termed regulative. However,
even in mosaic embryos, self-organization is still active in later stages of development,
and can even be found in the grown individual, e.g. as wound healing. Nowadays, it
is accepted that both coordination mechanisms can be found in all stages throughout
embryogenesis.
2.3. The Evolutionary Perspective on Embryogenesis
The fossil record indicates that multicellular organisms emerged from single cellular
organisms under selective pressure. One speculation for an evolutionary advantage of
multicellularity is that sticking together to increase size of individuals could hinder
smaller predators to feed on such an individual. As a consequence, cells at the core
of such a heap of cells were completely engulfed by other cells, which made the intake
of nutrition from the environment virtually impossible, except by mutual exchange of
chemicals between inner and outer cells. In this way, cooperation evolved [9].
An effective share of labor is a factor for the success of multicellular development.
An example are the cyanobacteria, which form colonies organized in filaments. Their
normal mode of operation at daytime is photosynthesis to gain energy. At nighttime,
nitrogen fixation is used for protein synthesis. Both processes are exclusive: the oxygen
resulting from photosynthesis would hinder nitrogen fixation to occur in the same cell.
Under environmental stress, single cells in regular distances along the filamentuous
colonies differentiate into heterocysts; specialized cells that are equipped with a solid
cell membrane such that oxygen cannot enter them, which allows them to perform
nitrogen fixation even at daytime. The remaining cells continue with photosynthe-
sis. Through channels in the cell membranes, neighboring cells exchange synthesized
proteins and energy gained from photosynthesis, resulting in an efficient cooperation
between the cells of a colony [9].
Development evolved as a successful means toward survival. At the same time, these
early developmental processes created the foundation for future evolutionary steps.
Nowadays, it is known that development plays a central role in the evolutionary change
of multicellular organisms. I will discuss how developmental mechanisms and their
change contribute to Darwins idea of ”descent with modification” [10]. In this context,
we will see that developmental modules are a prerequisite for evolution to act success-
fully on multicellularity [4]. Per definition, modules are units that are coherent within
themselves and also parts of larger units [1].
In 2006, Wesseler published her paper “Eukaryotic Transposable Elements: Teaching
Old Genomes New Tricks” [11], on the use of genes and parts of regulatory networks
as modules. Many of these old genes – new tricks relations can be observed in devel-
opment, as described in the following.
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• Dissociation – Heterochrony and Allometry: Dissociation refers to the
parallel nature of development. It is sometimes possible to separately influence
or change a developmental feature by genetic mutation, without altering the
development of others. Particularly, it is possible to influence the temporal char-
acteristics of modules genetically: modular processes are activated at variable
times during embryogenesis, and run at different speeds relative to each other.
The concept of heterochrony and allometry describe such relative differences in
timing and speed: Klingeberg states that “Heterochrony is defined as evolution-
ary change in rates and timing of developmental processes” [12]. An example is
given in [1]: The eyes of birds and lizards initiate growth earlier in development
than mammals. Thus, they are proportionately larger in later, comparable de-
velopmental stages. Further, Klingenberg notes that “Allometry is the pattern of
covariation among several morphological traits”, where a typical example is the
central toe of a horse, which grows 1.4 times faster than the lateral toes. In this
way, an otherwise normal foot development creates the typical horse hoof shape.
• Duplication and Divergence: Duplication and divergence describes the way in
which modules are replicated, and can subsequently be altered, without changing
the original module and thus without losing the original functionality (as pro-
posed by Susumu Ohno [13]). Typical examples are the Hox genes. These genes
are expressed along the anterior posterior axis in all vertebrates. Further, they
are homologous to the homeotic selector genes, which have a similar expression
pattern in drosophila fruit flies. There exist 4 copies of the Hox genes in mam-
mals. They are very likely results of duplication events. From gene knockout
experiments, it is known that
1. different sets of Hox genes are necessary for regional specification of the
embryo, and
2. duplicated Hox genes have acquired new functionality. More specifically,
they are responsible for the development of different subsets of organs in
similar regions.
• Co-Option: When pre-existing units are redeployed for a novel purpose, devel-
opmental biologists speak of co-option. Examples are leg-structures, that were
intended for walking and have transformed into wings, or fish-jaw bones, that
became parts of the mammalian ear. The implications for evolution are twofold:
Firstly, some developmental processes might be more flexible than others, and
thus allow for easier adaptation, which in turn results in their selection in a
changing environment. Secondly, evolutionary history matters! A phenotype re-
sults from a process that is the accumulation of changes to the development of its
ancestors. Therefore, if development relies on a certain process, and this process
has certain constraints, the extend of possible evolutionary change might be lim-
ited, which in turn influences future phenotypes and thereby future evolutionary
steps.
Generally, evolutionary constraints come in various flavors. For example, they are
physical, such that diffusion, hydraulics, etc. influence development. Or they can
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be morphogenetic, where the developmental process itself does not allow for certain
changes. For example, the middle digit of all vertebrates is always longer than the
surrounding digits. Finally, constraints can be phyletic, meaning that the development
of a part of the embryo cannot be changed without affecting other parts. This is related
to a non-complete modularization.
2.4. Summary
During early development, a single fertilized egg cell transforms into an embryo with
distinguishable, functional organs. This structure building is achieved by cellular pro-
liferation and differentiation, with cellular processes controlled by information stored
on the DNA. The DNA is transcribed and translated into proteins, which are the main
building blocks of cellular material and cellular communication. The DNA transcrip-
tion is thereby triggered by special proteins, the transcription factors. Since proteins
result from DNA, mutual interaction between genes can result. This mutual interac-
tion can be represented as a directed graph, which is called gene regulatory network.
On the cellular level, diffusion allows chemical signaling to occur, which results in
localized cellular interaction. Thus the embryo can grow, through both, cellular self
organization, and hierarchical control between cells during embryogenesis.
Biological evolution resulted in incremental design of the process of embryogenesis.
That is the reason for many growth patterns, genes, and pathways to be preserved in
different species. However, often these parts are adapted and used in different context,
with different trigger processes and targets. Nevertheless, the embryonic building pro-
cess seems to be code-efficient. There is reuse of modules on a genetic level and the
use of environmental information, e.g. Hox genes, temperature influence, etc. Because
of the cellular nature, and the initial single cell and consecutive divisions, the process
has an inherent “coarse to fine” character over time. Consequently, the structuring
in the developmental stages is coarse to fine. Note that the developmental building
process is robust: in many stages, almost any cell can be replaced and/or removed,
with the big exception being the organizer cells, as described above. Apart from being
robust, the building process still is evolvable, i.e. nature has found a representation
that can adapt its building blocks to novel environmental influences to achieve ongoing
individual reproduction.
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3.1. Introduction
The simulation of development for scientific purposes has mainly two different roots:
Firstly, biologists aim for an understanding of biological development through simula-
tion models, and secondly, computer scientists try to harness developmental representa-
tions for optimization purposes. Independent from the reason to simulate development,
models exist on many different abstraction levels, from detailed microscopic biochemical
and biophysical modeling to abstract mathematical formulations for pattern creation.
Biologists usually want to model microscopic processes in great detail to gain knowl-
edge about the development of the simulated organism. Therefore, models should
have predictive power for a small subset of dynamical behavior of the organism. In
this context, computer models should enhance or replace traditional biological in vivo
or in vitro experiments since they are easy to handle: experiments that have been
performed once, can be repeated exactly – without much effort. All data are avail-
able, and undesirable external conditions, such as changing temperature or lighting
conditions, do not exist. Artificial evolutionary development is a computer process
that necessitates coupled simulations of multi-body mechanical interaction, chemical
reaction-diffusion, and analog signal processing. Probably because of this complexity,
computational modeling is still a less frequently used method among developmental bi-
ologists. An early example is the work by Furusawa and Kaneko [14], who investigate
the emergence of multicellular development in a simple computer simulation environ-
ment. Since the fossil record does not provide sufficient information on this transition,
computer models can help to fill this gap or at least provide novel hypotheses and
viewpoints, which can subsequently be investigated. The authors simulate spherical
cells, diffusing chemicals for cellular communication and cellular adhesion to find that
multicellularity emerges when nonlinear dynamics with oscillations, differential adhe-
sion, and cell-cell interaction through media is present, without any need for natural
selection processes. Similarly, Hogeweg [15] shows in her computational model that
morphogenesis results directly from differential cell adhesion, cell-cell signaling, cell
growth and programmed cell death (apoptosis), and can yield biologically interesting
morphologies when an evolutionary process toward increased celltype-diversification is
simulated. Ja¨rvinen et al. [16] create a model for tooth-growth in mice, which ac-
curately replicates the biological growth process. Recently, Cickovski et al. [17] have
created a software framework for the simulation of biological developmental processes,
which uses a modular organization to combine simulations on transcription-, cellular-
and chemical environment-level. This tool could help to further advance the use of
computer simulations in developmental biology.
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In this chapter, I want to focus on the more abstract models used by computer scien-
tists, who target the investigation of systemic principles for engineering purposes such
as optimization. Particularly, points of interest are:
1. scalability/high complexity: The ability to perform a successful optimization
process in a high-dimensional problem domain is evident in biology: evolution
has found ways to create complex, viable organisms in a natural environment.
Thus, computational models of development try to achieve similar features by
encoding a building process, rather than the final artifact in the object variables
of an evolutionary algorithm.
2. adaptability/robustness: Biological organisms function robustly in diverse envi-
ronmental conditions, e.g., diverse mechanisms shield the body from changes in
external temperature, skin color changes according to lighting conditions, and
organism locomotor systems adapt to their environment by muscle and bone
growth, which is mediated by strain. A constant control and adaptation of tissue
production and change is necessary for robust functionality. Genetic mechanisms
are responsible for this developmental aspect of biological organisms.
3. self repair: Upon injury, biological individuals show a high capacity to re-generate.
In early stages of development, even the loss of half the embryo will not impede
the growth of the organism. Computer models try to capture and analyze this
feature of development to transfer self-repairing ability to technical artifacts.
Since the simulation in this context is not intended to precisely reflect biological de-
velopment, but rather to exhibit similar features, simplifications at different levels
are made. Throughout this thesis, for the purpose of grouping different ways of ab-
stracting development, I will distinguish between the simulation of control mechanisms
and the simulation of phenotypic mechanisms. Control mechanisms are those parts of
simulation, that mimic the representation and decoding of the DNA for the control
of development, including the dynamics of this process. For example, the genotype
representation is part of these control mechanisms, as well as the simulation of gene-
interaction such as mutual expression control. In contrast, phenotypic mechanisms are
the simulated cellular environment and physics, such as shape and structure of single
cells, and cellular interaction via chemical diffusion and mechanical forces. In biology,
this separation is slightly counterintuitive: For example, proteins play a role in both
processes, since they are used for the control of gene expression as well as for building
up cells and mediating physical and chemical cellular interactions. However, in com-
puter simulations, separating between these mechanisms seems natural, since programs
usually distinguish between these two aspects, e.g. employing different simulations for
gene regulation proteins than for physical cell structure simulation.
In the following section, I will present developmental models employed in computer
science, particularly in the context of evolutionary computation. I will group them
based on the two features mentioned above. A critical evaluation of the scientific field
will conclude the presentation. Subsequently, I will describe the features of the model
used in the studies presented in this thesis.
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3.2. Related Work
The research field of computational evolutionary development is still young. Neverthe-
less, some influential work marks the corner-stones of Artificial Development: The first
(and perhaps most cited) research work published on development for evolutionary op-
timization purposes is related to the field of artificial neural networks. In 1990, Kitano
[18] used matrix rewriting, a method to incrementally create a connection matrix of
a neural network and claimed inherent modular organization of resulting connection
matrices as well as better scalability to higher dimensional problems as compared to a
direct coding approach. Eight years later, both claims were disputed [19]. Especially,
scalability was shown to only hold for certain initializations of the direct coding algo-
rithm. In 1994, Sims [20] presented a simulation of virtual creatures that performed
several tasks such as swimming and reaching for an object. Both, morphology and
control were co-evolved. Morphology was created by following a developmental pro-
cess, that assembled blocks to form a body. Unfortunately, few information exists on
the implementation details. Nevertheless, the impact of this work was high, since a
development-like process was first shown to be able to create artificial creatures with
biology-like features and behaviors, such as undulatory swimming. One year earlier,
Fleischer presented a model for cellular development that had a wealth of simulation
mechanisms included [21]: 2D physical simulation of spherical cells, reaction-diffusion,
cellular communication using chemical signaling, chemotaxis, etc. The computational
requirements were high, and experiments had thus been of very basic nature. For
example, manually coded cellular behavior yielded cellular assemblies that resembled
biological tissue. In the following years, a few conference contributions on Artificial
Development were published, and after 1998, an increasing number of articles on evolu-
tionary development in an artificial life context appeared. The first taxonomy paper of
the field [22] was published in 2003 and an edited book from the same year comprised
most of the state of the art modeling and analysis approaches [23].
3.2.1. Dynamics of Development – Control Mechanisms
The cornerstones presented above give a rough overview over the timeline of the young
field of evolutionary development. In the following, I will give an overview over different
approaches toward control of development, using a schematic grouping into grammat-
ical approaches, cellular automata, simulated gene regulatory network dynamics and
alternative approaches.
Control via Grammatical Approaches
Grammatical approaches can be traced back to L-systems, originally proposed by Lin-
denmayer [24]. L-systems are grammatical rewriting approaches, which iteratively
replace single elements of a string with a sub-string by executing production rules (see
Figure 3.1). Lindenmayer originally used L-systems to represent plant development
in biology. While L-Systems have the advantage of producing genotype to phenotype
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maps that are relatively easy to understand, results are always fractal in nature, and
thus the design space is limited.
Figure 3.1.: A schematic example of an L-System, as presented in [22]. A denotes the
symbol that is rewritten in this example, denoted by the bold line in the plots. + and -
denote positive and negative angles for the graphical output. The production rules are stated
in the upper left corner of the figure.
However, L-Systems can be extended by different means. For example, parameterizing
the rules allows for multiple outcomes of the execution of a single rule. For the same
purpose, rules can be implemented to be context sensitive (see [22] for an overview).
Several grammatical approaches for simulating embryogenesis have been proposed in
different contexts, such as neuroevolution[25, 26], evolutionary hardware [27], and evo-
lution of morphologies [28, 29].
Recently, the focus of the community seems to have shifted away from purely gram-
matical approaches, probably due to the restriction of design space mentioned earlier.
Also, L-systems seem to be too abstract to capture complex biological development,
even though results show a striking similarity to plant morphologies.
Control via Cellular Automata
Cellular automata [30] consist of a set of rules and a spatially discretized distribution of
cells. During execution, the cell state of all cells is updated according to rules stored in
a rule table, similar to L-systems. Taking into account the states of neighboring cells,
the new state of a cell is defined in an update step (synchronous or asynchronous).
The main difference to L-Systems is that an element is not replaced by other elements
according to its own type only. Instead, the actual configuration of a defined neighbor-
hood determines the choice of rule from the rule table (see Figure 3.2). Thus, similar to
biology, all cells have access to the same rule table (the DNA in biology), and perform
differential actions according to their positional information.
Cellular automata are mostly researched on 2D lattices, where the spatial neighborhood
defines the decision configuration for rule choice. Problem domains that have been
researched are thus often related to 2D pixel images. For example, cellular automata
can be used to create 2D microstructural patterns, to be employed in material science
[31]. More indirectly, the growth of 2D truss structures can be modeled based on cellular
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Figure 3.2.: This example shows a graphical representation of a 1D binary cellular au-
tomaton. White color represents the value 0 and black color represents the value 1. The
table in the left panel of the figure gives the rules for cellular updates, depending on the two
neighboring cell states to the left (l) and the right (r). The figure shows a few steps of cellular
dynamics according to the rule table, with periodic boundary conditions applied.
automata [32]. Resulting genomic representations are able to grow trusses in a variety
of environments without being adapted or re-evolved. More abstract scientific questions
can also be tackled evolving cellular automata. The construction of self-healing and
stable cellular arrangements through evolution of 3D cellular automata is possible [33].
A direct selection for stability in the evolutionary algorithm is necessary, and less
than 20% of experiments evolve the desired function. Analysis reveals that successful
solutions employ two different strategies: homeostasis, and constant apoptosis with
cell regeneration. In the field of evolvable hardware, cellular automata can be used
to instruct the building of an n-bit adder and n-bit parity calculator [34]. Recently,
Harding and Miller compared direct encoding and cellular automata on a series of
different Kolmogorov-complexity 2D patterns [35]. They find that the direct map
outperforms their cellular automaton implementation for most experiments. Also, they
find that scaling, attributed to developmental processes, is not achieved in their model.
They infer that direct maps are reliable in evolutionary computation, while features
typically attributed to development, are not inherent for naive implementations and
may thus need more investiagion.
Control via Simulated Gene Regulatory Network Dynamics
Approaches that belong to this category are based on simulation of biological gene tran-
scription and translation processes. As described in Section 2.2.2, biological organism
development is controlled by genes that interact through proteins and form regulatory
networks. Such networks consist of nodes (the genes) and connections (the regulatory
links between genes), and the structure of a gene regulatory network is encoded on the
DNA. In simulated gene regulatory network dynamics, a string of symbols is employed
as representative for the DNA (e.g. binary values, characters, integer or double preci-
sion numbers). To create a structuring of the information on the simulated DNA into
genes, two different strategies are usually employed. Firstly, a gene can be predefined
as a region of fixed size and position on the string. In that way, the DNA would con-
tain a sequence of sub-strings, usually with equal lengths, each defining the properties
and connectivities of one gene. The second implementation possibility is that a short
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sequence of elements from the used alphabet can denote beginning and end of a gene,
such that the region between such markers contain the property information of one
gene. The elements inside a gene usually define whether and how one gene regulates
the expression of other genes, and cause a cell to perform a cellular action, such as
division, inter-cellular signaling, etc. Gene expression order is either randomized or
follows a defined sequence, iterated over several time steps to produce a time course of
gene activations, the gene regulatory network dynamics.
Several researchers have employed gene regulatory network-based methods for the cre-
ation of controllers for simulated and physical agents. For example, early realizations
were employed in the development of artificial neural networks for robot control [36].
In this work, gene regulatory networks evolve to create 2D multicellular arrangements
and growth of dendrites is simulated to connect the cells. The resulting network is used
to control a robot for the tasks of corridor following and object avoidance. Similarly,
simulated gene regulatory networks can be evolved to control development of complete
agents, including the growth of both, morphology and control. The approach has been
shown to be able to evolve individuals from scratch that can follow a curved line in
a simulated environment [37]. For locomotion, Eggenberger-Hotz developed a gene
regulatory network model based on structural units and regulatory units [38]. While
he focuses his descriptions on the cellular representation of the model, he describes an
application to the evolution of locomotion, where no neural network is needed since the
simulated gene regulatory network controls cellular movement directly. Reisinger and
Miikkulainen compare a gene regulatory network based development with the popu-
lar augmenting topology method NEAT [39] and direct coding toward creating neural
networks that are able to play othello [40]. While NEAT outperforms direct encoding,
the gene regulatory network method outperforms NEAT.
Another topic of interest that employs gene regulatory network simulations is the inves-
tigation of specific features of a developmental representation, such as robustness and
scalability. In 2005, Bentley has shown that graceful degradation can be observed in
software which realizes its function through a simulated developmental process, when
the binary files are corrupted after compilation, before execution [41]. Bowers inves-
tigated scalability, robustness, and modularity in growth processes toward 2D target
patterns [42] and showed that for simple targets, all these factors evolve. A thorough
analysis of scalability in an evolutionary developmental system using gene regulatory
network simulation was presented by Federici and Downing [43]. The gene regulatory
network in this model is simulated as recurrent neural network. The authors show
scalability for 2D patterns, and find that development outperforms a direct encoding
when the task is scaled to higher dimensions.
A number of articles discuss the dynamics of evolving gene regulatory network simula-
tions. For example, Reil investigates transitions between attractors of gene regulatory
network dynamics, and shows evolvability of gene regulatory networks toward complex
limit cycles [44]. Knabe investigates the evolution of a gene regulatory network model
toward limit cycle dynamics, and cellular differentiation [45]. He finds that evolved
graph motifs in his artificial system are not as important as might be expected from
the work of Alon [46]. Banzhaf presents a gene regulatory network model that is not
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coupled to cellular development [47]. He describes dynamical behavior of networks
resulting from a randomly chosen DNA, and shows simple evolvability toward a target
concentration of proteins.
From a bio-inspired artificial life perspective, Geard and Wiles use a recurrent neural
network as a representation for a gene regulatory network to evolve cell lineages similar
to the C. elegans organism. However, networks have a fixed, predefined size and topol-
ogy [48]. Psujek and Beer investigate the evolutionary perspective of a genotype to
phenotype map that develops graph structures in general [49]. They evaluate the effect
of random mutations for random gene regulatory networks and find 2 biases: a global
bias (some phenotypes cannot be represented at all) and a local bias (the distribution
of offspring networks depends on the parent position in genotype space, independent
from the phenotype).
Alternative Approaches
There are a few implementations that cannot clearly be attributed to either of the
three categories above, being a combination of them, or completely alternative.
For example, Sekanina and Bidlo developed a method that evolve an operator to trans-
form a small functional sorting network into larger sorting network. Since this operator
is applied recursively, arbitrarily large sorting networks can be evolved [50]. Nolfi and
Parisi develop a semi-direct encoding of an ANN for controlling an agent in a pixel grid
environment. All positions and connections of neurons are encoded in a chromosome.
Still, the approach is generative, since axon growth, which is genetically defined, takes
place in time, and thus results in an artificial neural network that grows incrementally
over time [51].
Based on the cartesian genetic programming technique (CGP) originally proposed by
Miller [52], two approaches extend the idea by introducing a developmental perspective
[53, 54]. Instead of a gene regulatory network, the representation of developmental
control is a structure similar to a digital electrical circuit. This structure is used to
control cellular growth according to local information. Harding et al. investigate a self
modifying variant of CGP [55]. Upon execution, the program can duplicate, delete,
move and change functional parts of its own instructions. Therefore, the program
creates a development-like, self modifying process. Results show that software can be
grown to calculate squares of numbers without using multiplication or division, a result
which cannot be achieved without self modification.
Stanley proposes a method to create graphs, which complexify through evolution
(neuro-evolution of augmenting topologies, NEAT). In the context of artificial neu-
ral networks [39], his method is able to solve different tasks such as pole balancing and
virtual agent control. The focus lies on the evolution of a genotype that completely
describes the phenotype, and not a building process for the phenotype. Thus, the
method is generative, but not developmental. Still, extending the approach with com-
plex pattern producing networks (CPPNs), Stanley achieves solutions with attributes
that are typically developmental, such as symmetry and repetition with variation in
the creation of 2D images [56].
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3.2.2. Cellular Simulation – Phenotypic Mechanisms
This section will give an overview over different approaches toward the simulation of
phenotypic development. Again, I will use a schematic grouping into different ap-
proaches: grid based, non-grid based and complex cells.
Grid Based
Cells in grid based environments maintain positions on vertices of a structured grid
(Figure 3.3, first panel). At each discrete time-step of developmental simulation, they
occupy discrete positions with a defined cellular neighborhood. Note that this does
not prohibit cellular movement: in several models, cells are allowed to move from one
vertex to an adjacent one. Most simulation environments employ cartesian grids. For
example, Miller and Banzhaf [53] introduced pixel based Artificial Development of 2D
patterns through subsequent cellular divisions. Since it is computationally easy to
arrange cells on a regular lattice, many models rely on a similar representation [57,
58, 43, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Particularly, Bentley and Kumar introduced a pixel
based simulation to create tessellating tiles by employing periodical boundaries [66].
Rieffel and Pollack devise a method to develop morphology not through subsequent
cellular divisions, but through a single motile agent that leaves a ’material’-trail on
the pixel grid while moving. Hogeweg [15] groups multiple pixels to macro-cells, while
developmental instructions are still executed for each pixel alone. This allows for a
great flexibility in the creation of shapes. Finally, Astor and Adami [67] simulate
development on a hexagonal lattice.
Grid based models have the advantage that they allow fast computation of cellular
positions and resulting cellular interactions. The disadvantage is encountered when
cellular growth via division is simulated: if a cell is instructed to divide into an adjacent
vertex of the grid, which is already occupied by another cell, a conflict results which
in general is treated with one of the following solutions: 1. overwriting the adjacent
cell, 2. not executing the division, 3. implementation of a mechanism that simulates
physical pushing of adjacent cells onto available vertices. Also, rectangular artifacts
may be encountered in resulting phenotypes.
Non-Grid Based
This group of cellular simulation allows for cells to be freely arranged in space, not
adhering to a position on a grid, but rather determining their position relative to the
remaining cells. In general, cells in this group are motile and can change their location
by simulated mechanics. Different possible implementations exist, e.g. cells can be
represented by spheres, but also by polygons (see Figure 3.3, center and right panel).
Models in 2D and 3D usually rely on a simulation of springs that dynamically displace
cells according to each others position [14, 68, 38, 42, 69]. In contrast, Fleischer and
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Figure 3.3.: The figure shows three possible representations of cells. The left panel shows
cells positioned in a cartesian grid; cells are denoted by dark squares. The center panel
depicts polygonal cells, where linear cell walls are connected and usually represent springs
for physics simulations. The right panel shows an assembly of simple spherical cells.
Barr developed a model that relies on multiple rigid body interactions for cellular
displacement in 2D [21].
In general, the advantage of non-grid based cellular simulations for simulated embryo-
geny is that cells possess the ability to move around freely, such that no artifacts from
a grid-based cellular organization will influence the resulting development and/or final
shape. Especially, the aforementioned collision of cells through division can elegantly
be handled by simulating such inter-cellular mechanics as springs. However, the com-
putational cost for such simulations is usually high compared to grid-based methods.
Complex Cells
This group of models simulates cells which have complex features, such as hinges,
or mechanical elasticity, or are composed of several sub-parts. For example, for the
modeling of development of artificial creatures, Sims employed cells that are rectangular
blocks in 3D and represent body parts of mobile agents [20]. In the final morphology,
these blocks are interconnected by actuated joints. Similar work has followed, e.g.
Spector et al. use so called division blocks to represent agents [70] and Komosinski and
Rotaru-Varga [71] use a similar implementation and call it the framesticks model [72].
Using a representation for cells that is directly linked to the calculation of desired prop-
erties of resulting designs has been employed by several researchers in the mechanics
domain. For example, Kawamura and Ohmori describe a developmental model, that
consists of placing truss elements in a defined design space to grow truss structures
[73] which can be evaluated using finite element calculation. Similarly, Devert et al.
simulate development with trusses, that form a regular mesh in the beginning of sim-
ulation [74]. During the developmental process, truss lengths and strengths are varied
and thus reshape the initial truss structure toward optimal designs. Yogev et al. model
hexahedral cells in 3D, which can grow and divide and thus form complex structures
for the creation of lightweight, stable designs [75]. Since these cubes are basic elements
for finite element calculations, the growing design can directly be evaluated toward
mechanical stability.
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A unique implementation of development is presented by Taura and Nagasaka [76].
Instead of multiple cells, a single spherical medium represents morphology. Changes
to this medium are simulated by moving points on its surface, and interpreting point
density as extrusion strength for transformation of the medium. The initially spherical
medium is then deformed to represent a complex shape.
Downing has a more abstract notion of cells [77]. He employs a hierarchical formulation
for neural development, where cells are placed inside neuron groups, and a number of
neuron groups make up neuromeres. Neuron groups can change an abstract size and
thereby influence neuron connectivity. His cells have no physical representation, but
rather a connection pattern that results.
3.2.3. Discussion of Related Work
From the publication dates of major contributions to the field, we can see that evolu-
tionary development is still a relatively young research field. The main motivation to
study development in an evolutionary context from a computer science perspective is
to achieve optimization results, that exhibit
• scalability, i.e., the possibility to extend the approaches to high dimensional prob-
lem domains,
• robustness, i.e., the ability of evolved solutions to function under small condition
variations, such as noise on or small fluctuation of the environmental constraints
and
• adaptivity, i.e., the ability of one evolved developmental process to produce dif-
ferent, adapted artifacts, when faced with modified boundary conditions.
Altogether, researchers expect to gain an evolvable representation of complex artifacts.
In the field of evolutionary development, there is no state of the art algorithm, and
no generally accepted simulation environment is shared by larger groups of scientists.
Even for well defined fields of optimization, such as topology optimization for stable,
lightweight structures, it is not clear yet whether evolutionary development yields func-
tional solutions, and how these would compare to standard optimization approaches.
Generally, we can observe that most developmental models need much effort for their
implementation. The work to create a developmental model is highly interdisciplinary:
cell physics and chemistry simulations, as well as efficient implementations of parallel
computing, together with research and abstraction of biological phenomena need to be
performed. Hence the multitude of implementations that can be found, and the strong
focus on description of implementations, as compared to a rather underrepresented
analysis of the models.
Research on evolutionary developmental systems has mainly concentrated on the phe-
notypic side. Evaluation of e.g. phenotypic robustness and scalability is relatively often
performed for the models. Only few exceptions exist, that investigate developmental
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models also in genotypic aspects, as well as in the important genotype to phenotype
relation [49, 78].
For evolutionary development research, it would generally be sensible to look more
at problem domains that are well known and that have known state of the art solu-
tions. Then, new approaches can be compared to standard methods and advantages
or drawbacks could be set into context. Also, a thorough analysis of the evolution of
developmental models is hardly found in the literature. Not only the evolved solutions,
but also the process that lead to them must be investigated at gene regulatory network
dynamics level which underlies development.
The choice of level of abstraction for simulations is divers, since it depends on the
specific problem domain or even the problem that evolutionary development is applied
to. Thus, the assessment of an abstraction level can only be done in relation to a class
of problems that it is applied to.
3.3. The Simulation Environment
In this section, I will describe the methodology for simulations of multicellular de-
velopment within an evolutionary computation framework, which is the basis for the
investigations presented in this thesis.
Abstractly, the developmental process can be seen as a genotype-to-phenotype map-
ping. In this interpretation, it is a module that is compatible with optimization tech-
niques that rely on point wise evaluations of genotypes to asses their quality. In this
context, development represents the decoding of the genotype into an artifact in de-
sign space, the phenotype. Thus, it is possible to describe development detached from
the optimization method. It can be seen as a black-box that has a vector of object
variables as input, and returns a spatial distribution of cells ready for evaluation. In a
similar way as for the previous section, I have structured the following description of
the developmental model into two parts: ‘control mechanisms’, dealing with the sim-
ulation of a dynamical system for the control of the cellular growth and ‘phenotypic
mechanisms’, which comprehends all model features related to physical environment
and cellular representation.
3.3.1. Control Mechanisms
Graph Based Control
Graphs are state of the art for representing dynamical systems. An example is the
group of continuous time recurrent neural networks [79], employed in areas as diverse
as pattern recognition, time series prediction and robot control. Inspired by biological
development, mutual gene transcription control is represented as a graph, the gene
regulatory network. In contrast to artificial neural networks, the nodes of gene regu-
latory networks usually have slightly more complex activation functions. Also, since
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gene regulatory networks are usually part of multicellular simulations, i.e. they are
embedded in a spatial context, the activity function of the nodes contains a diffusive
term, which distributes signals spatially in the given simulation environment. Finally,
the general modus operandi in gene regulatory network models is to influence graphs
by evolutionary change in both, structure and connection weights, while usually the
weights of a neural network are the focus of adaptation. Structural adaptation can of
course also be done in neural networks, and the scientific field of neuro-evolution [80]
is thus related to research in artificial embryogenesis.
The model presented in this section relies on the graph-paradigm as well. Inspired
by the model presented by Eggenberger-Hotz [81], the graph-structure results from
the evaluation of a vector of double precision values, called the virtual DNA (vDNA),
of which an identical copy is available for translation to all cells in an individual’s
development. This vDNA is grouped into regulatory subunits (RUs) and structural
subunits (SUs), subvectors of a defined size, which are initially lined up in a random
order. This choice of vDNA structure is inspired by the natural organization of the
genetic material in biology: RUs correspond to TF-binding sites at the promoter, and
SUs to exons (see Chapter 2). A functional unit of this vDNA, called a gene, is
composed of a group of SUs and its preceding RUs. The values inside the SUs encode
actions that a cell should perform. This includes the generation of gene activation
signals, while the RUs determine the activity of a gene, based on these signals. The
actions and signaling encoded in a gene will only be performed if it is active.
An illustrative example of a genome with three genes is given in Fig. 3.4. Note that the
RUs behind the last SU and the SUs in front of the first RU are not taken into account
for the developmental process, since they do not compose a proper gene, lacking SUs
or RUs respectively.
In the model, simulated transcription factors (TFs) take part in gene regulation. The
detailed process is presented below, so far, it is important to note that each simulated
TF consists of a spatial distribution of concentrations, discretized on a grid, and an
affinity value. This affinity value can be seen as an identification number, and is used
to determine whether a TF alters the activation of a given RU of a gene. Also, each
TF has a defined decay rate and diffusion constant.
In the following, I will give details about the key components of gene expression and
regulation in the model.
• Structural subunits: A SU encodes the action to be performed, and contains
the parameters that specify the action. Possible actions include cell division,
production of a diffusing chemical signal (a TF for cell-cell signaling and gene
activity regulation), and determination of cell-cell adhesion forces.
Formally, a SU is a vector x with five components xi ∈ [0..1], i = 1, . . . , 5. x1 is
used to determine the type t of action encoded by the SU:
t =

1 ∀ x : 0 ≤ x1 < 13
2 ∀ x : 1
3
≤ x1 < 23
3 ∀ x : 2
3
≤ x1 < 1
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Figure 3.4.: An illustrative vDNA with three genes, each consisting of one or more structural
subunits (SUs) and regulatory subunits (RUs). Two different kinds of RUs exist: inhibitor
(RU−) and activator (RU+). A SU coding for the production of a transcription factor is
denoted by SUTF, a SU coding for a division by SUdiv and a Cadherin producing SU by
SUcad.
If t = 1, cell division is encoded and x2 is used to determine the division angle,
while the values x3 to x5 are ignored. If t = 2, the production of a TF is encoded
and x2 represents an affinity value assigned to the TF (affTF ), x3 defines the
amount of TF to be released, x4 is a diffusion constant, and x5 the decay rate.
In the case of t = 3, the simulated production of adhesive molecules is encoded
by the gene and the type of adhesive molecule is determined by x2. In my model,
cells containing the same type of adhesive molecule will adhere to each other.
Note that for t 6= 2, not all xi are used, but they are still kept as a part of the
SU. Therefore, mutation affects them without being subject to selection pressure.
If a mutation results in t = 3, all five values are required again as parameters for
the production of a TF. It can be speculated that this intermediate random-walk
of the redundant parameters has an effect on the evolution process.
• Regulatory subunits: Two types of RUs are used in the model, which either
increase (activate) or decrease (inhibit) the expression of a gene. RUs can ‘sense’
the presence of certain types of TFs in the vicinity of the cell. If the label of a
TF is affine to a label associated with the RU, and if the concentration of the TF
lies above a threshold, an activity value is determined for each RU. All activating
(= positive sign) and inhibiting (= negative sign) activity values belonging to
the same gene are summed up to determine the overall activity of the gene.
More formally, a RU consists of a vector y with three components yi ∈ [0..1],
i = 1, . . . , 3. y1 codes for an affinity parameter, which is used to determine
the affinity between that RU and the surrounding TFs. If the affinity decision
variable γ, calculated by
γ = 0.2− |affTF − y1|
is greater than 0, the TF and the RU are affine to each other.
Let M be the number of RUs belonging to a certain gene. Let Lj be the number
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of TFs that are affine to RUj, the jth RU of the gene, and y
j
i the ith entry of the
vector y of RUj. We first determine the indices kj, which denote the TFs that
have a concentration c that is greater than yj2:
kj = {k ∈ {1, .., Lj} : ck > yj2}.
Here, yj2 can be seen as a threshold of RUj. The partial activity aRUj for the RU
is given by
aRUj =
∑
kj
ckj − yj2
A sum over all partial activities, scaled by y3 yields
α =
M∑
j=1
aRUj · (2 · yj3 − 1).
yj3 can be interpreted as the sign of RUj, because the term in brackets is negative
for y3 < 0.5. The overall activity A of the gene is finally determined by
A =
2
1 + exp(−20 · f · α) − 1,
where f denotes the slope of the nonlinear function and is encoded in the vDNA
for every gene. If A is greater than zero, the gene is active.
Note that for the multicellular simulation, every cell in the developmental process
determines its cellular actions through evaluation of gene activity from the same vDNA
in every developmental time step. Since TFs have a spatial distribution, positional
information in terms of different TF-concentration at different locations can lead to
differential cellular behavior, even though cells use the same vDNA. A sequence diagram
of the developmental process is given in Appendix B.
Vector Field Based Control
In the following, I will motivate and describe an alternative approach toward control-
ling simulated development, termed Vector Field Embryogeny. In biology, as described
in Chapter 2, TFs possess the ability to regulate the expression of genes by binding to
the respective promoter regions on the DNA and thereby influencing genetic transcrip-
tion processes. In this way, mutual interaction between genes occurs by means of their
products, which eventually results in complex gene regulatory networks. gene regula-
tory networks are nonlinear systems that create complex patterns of gene activation.
Nonlinear systems can typically be characterized by the following features [82]:
1. multiple isolated equilibria
2. limit cycles
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3. subharmonic, harmonic, or almost periodic oscillations
4. chaos
5. multiple modes of behavior
Note that according to Khalil [82], behavior in item 5 refers to the set of dynamical
features given in items one to four. Items 1 and 2 are abundant in the dynamics of
gene regulatory networks. For example, multiple isolated equilibria can account for cell
differentiation in biological organisms [83], and many different inter- and intra-cellular
processes are represented by limit cycles [84], where probably the most prominent
representatives are the circadian rhythms [85, 86]. Item 5 is the most prominent feature
of life; the ability to adapt to different external conditions by switching between modes
of operation can be found in virtually all organisms. Recently, it has been observed how
a biological gene regulatory network dynamically changes its modes of operation, when
environmental conditions are altered [87]. Items 3 and 4 are observed in computational
models for biological gene regulatory networks [88]. Under certain conditions, simulated
circadian clock genes exhibit chaotic and birhythmic behavior. However, it is argued
that the smallness of the parameter range in which this occurs makes it unlikely to
occur in biology. Also, known arrhythmic biological mutants of the circadian clocks
seem to result from a severe structural change in the underlying network, rather than
from normal mode of operation under certain environmental conditions [89].
In this light, the dynamical behavior of gene regulatory networks seems to account for
the flexibility and robustness of biological organisms. Therefore, the most common
approach to realize an artificial system with these features is to model the interplay
between a number of genes to create regulatory networks. The natural representation
of these networks is a directed graph. Each node of such a graph represents a state
variable of the system, and the links indicate modes of interaction between nodes with
connection weights and more or less complex activation functions.
Here, I propose to shift evolutionary focus from the structure and weights of the network
to the dynamics that such a network would create, i.e., to its system phase space. Figure
3.5 illustrates the approach: I enable mutation operators to directly create and shape
the system phase space (direct manipulation), instead of doing so indirectly via graph
manipulation. This allows a more causal relationship between mutation and resulting
changes in system dynamics. Direct shaping of the phase space is inspired by a method
known as vector field editing [90] and will be described in the following:
In computer graphics, the vector field editing method is used for creating texture
alignments and extracting analytical information about given graphical representations
of vector fields [90, 91, 92]. To be able to apply this method to regulatory systems for
artificial embryogeny, the formulation of an Artificial Development-system must be
viewed in an abstract way. The following considerations are presented using a two-
dimensional version of the system for clarity and visualization purposes. Note that the
method extends to D dimensions by applying the respective D-dimensional geometrical
operations.
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Figure 3.5.: Two different approaches toward evolving control of development. The usual
approach for evolving developmental processes consists of manipulating a regulatory network,
which then creates dynamical system properties that control the developmental process (up-
per arrow). The approach presented here omits the network representation by directly ma-
nipulating the system phase space, i.e., the dynamical behavior of the system, to evolve a
control for development (lower arrow).
Consider an arbitrary simulated gene regulatory network inside a cell, with two genes
of interest (Figure 3.6). I denote the state (i.e., activation level) of these two genes by
x1 and x2 respectively, and together as the vector X = (x1, x2). The temporal behavior
of any deterministic simulation of a regulatory network containing these two genes can
now be described with respect to X by the differential equation
dX/dt = F(X,λ, t), (3.1)
where F is a vector field and λ is a vector of parameters. The time dependency of F
can result from different external influences: For example, a change in environmental
conditions could be sensed by the cell and induce a different mode of operation, or
a communication signal, such as a diffusing agent from neighboring cells, could alter
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Figure 3.6.: Schematic representation of a gene regulatory network with two observable
system variables, e.g. one input and one output. Observable variables have a dynamical
behavior depending on the gene regulatory network they are attached to.
the dynamics of a cell’s gene regulatory network. Investigating these alterations of
phase spaces during development is an exciting task. However, in this thesis, I will
focus on isolated cells in constant environmental conditions, such that F = F(X,λ).
Hence, F describes a time independent, two dimensional vector for each system state X,
which represents the direction and magnitude of change in time, whenever the system
reaches the state X. An example vector field and a possible resulting system trajectory
are given in Figure 3.7. This kind of representation is known as the phase space plot
of a system [93].
Figure 3.7.: A two dimensional vector field can be interpreted as system phase space. The
vector field gives the magnitude and angle of change of the system at every system state. A
possible initial system state and the system trajectory which would result from the vector
field are highlighted.
Vector field editing relies on creating and changing a vector field by superposition and
adaptation of basic field elements Ei(X,λi). The vector field for any system state X
is then given by the superposition of these elements:
F(X,λ) =
∑
i
Ei(X,λi). (3.2)
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To employ vector field editing for control of Artificial Development, I need to define
basic field elements that are suitable to create a desired system phase space. Typical
elements are proposed in [90] and [91] and can be grouped into singular elements and
regular elements. Singular elements are those which create a singularity in the vector
field (i.e., a source or a sink) while regular elements do not contain a singularity in their
description, and thus generally change the vector field without creating singularities.
Two examples are depicted in Figure 3.8.
Figure 3.8.: Vector field embryogeny relies on basic field elements. Two basic field ele-
ments are employed: a singular element is depicted on the left panel, and a regular element
(attachment element) is depicted on the right panel. Point and arrow mark the center and
center line of the elements respectively.
In the framework, I adopt the regular element formulation given in [90] and use a
simplified version of singular elements. The regular element I use is called attachment
element and is depicted in the right panel of Figure 3.8. It creates a flow of surrounding
system states toward an attachment line at the center of the phase space. The math-
ematical formulation to create such an element, where the attachment line is oriented
along an arbitrary angle θ ∈ [0, 2pi] is given by
A(x1, x2) =
((
cos θ
sin θ
)
− cP (x1, x2)
(− sin θ
cos θ
))
. (3.3)
Here, P (x1, x2) = − sin θ(x1 − u1) + cos θ(x2 − u2) and c is a parameter describing
the speed with which the flow is attracted to the line and U = (u1, u2) is the center
position of the element. Note that for negative c, system states will diverge from the line
instead of converging to it. To spatially limit the element’s influence for superposition,
this attachment element is multiplied by a Gaussian kernel B(x1, x2) of width 2σ and
center U: B(x1, x2) = e
−((x1−u1)2+(x2−u2)2)/2σ. Therefore, the complete formulation of
the attachment element is given by
VR(x1, x2) = B(x1, x2) ·A(x1, x2). (3.4)
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We create a singular element by applying
VS(x1, x2) =
{
(U−X)/σ if r < σ
(2/r − 1/σ) · (U−X) if σ ≤ r < 2σ. (3.5)
The variable r := ‖X−U‖2 describes the distance of the system state X to the center
U of the singular element. The width of the element is denoted by σ. Formulation
(3.5) is a coarse piecewise linear approximation of V(x1, x2) = B(x1, x2) · (U −X). I
use it, since it is more efficient in computer simulations.
A superposition of η field elements, each weighted by a factor αi, yields an arbitrarily
complex vector field, which can be interpreted as system phase space:
F(x1, x2) =
η∑
i=1
αiVi(x1, x2), (3.6)
where αiVi(x1, x2) corresponds to Ei(X,λi) in Equation (3.2), with λ consisting of
all Ui,σi,αi of all field elements, and additionally θi and ci of the regular elements.
Thus, the vector field described in Equation (3.6) constitutes the right hand side of the
differential equation
dX
dt
= F(X,λ), (3.7)
which is integrated from t = 0 to t = tmax to yield a trajectory of the dynamical system.
The process is implemented in C++. The according sequence diagram is given in
Appendix B.
3.3.2. Phenotypic Mechanisms
In this section, I describe the chemical and physical model of cellular interaction de-
veloped for the simulations. Both, biological inspiration and computational feasibility
are taken into account for modeling. Therefore, the model is simple enough to be com-
puted quickly, which makes it usable in evolutionary computation. At the same time,
major developmental mechanisms are simulated, which maintains a certain biological
plausibility.
Firstly, I present a simple cellular model, consisting of spheres in 3D space. After that,
an extension to the model will be shown, which adds polarization and chemotaxis to the
cells. This extension leads to a computationally more expensive calculation; however,
it also increases the potential of the developmental process to produce a large variety
of coordinated spatial cellular distributions. In a third section, I will outline the way
chemical diffusion is simulated.
Physical Cells
The ‘sphere cell’-model is inspired by the cellular model presented by [21]. In this
model, spherical cells are modeled in 2D or 3D and are defined by a mass, a center
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point and a radius. The motion of such a cell is influenced by three groups of factors:
firstly, its own properties, secondly, the properties of neighboring cells, and thirdly the
boundary of the calculation area, as described in the following.
For each pair of cells, a force is calculated that these two cells exert on each other:
Fi = Ψ(d, r). Here, the index i iterates over all pairs of cells in the calculation domain,
d is the Euclidean distance between the two centers of the cells, r is the cells radius, and
Ψ is a nonlinear function which realizes the following cellular behavior: cells push each
other apart, if their distance is less than the sum of their radii (i.e., if they overlap).
Additionally, cells exert an adhesive force toward each other, if they do not overlap
and are closer than three times their radii. In all other cases, cells do not influence the
motion of each other. More formally, Ψ is defined as follows:
Ψ(d, r) =

−9 · (d− 2r)2 ∀ d < r1 + r2
0.3 · (d− 2r)2 ∀ r1 + r2 ≤ d < 3(r1 + r2)/2
0.3 · e( d−3r2 )
2
∀ 3(r1 + r2)/2 ≤ d < 3(r1 + r2)/2
0 else.
(3.8)
The constant values are chosen empirically for maximal smoothness of the curve. Figure
3.9 shows Ψ(d) for r = 1. The total force acting on a single cell in one developmental
time step is the superposition of all Fi: Ftot =
∑
i Fi.
Figure 3.9.: The nonlinear force function that is used to calculate forces between cells.
The force Ψ depends on the distance d between the cell centers, and is depicted for a constant
cell radius of r = 1.
This formulation also allows to introduce differential cell adhesion. Genetically con-
trolled, cells can exert a different attracting or even repelling force on certain cells,
usually defined by mutual comparison of cell types for two cells, denoted here as T 1
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and T 2. In this case, a genetically encoded factor γd(T
1, T 2) is evaluated, and multi-
plied to the second and third equation of 3.8, which become
Ψ(d, r) =
{
γd(T
1, T 2) · 0.3 · (d− 2r)2 ∀ r1 + r2 ≤ d < 3(r1 + r2)/2
γd(T
1, T 2) · 0.3 · e( d−3r2 )
2
∀ 3(r1 + r2)/2 ≤ d < 3(r1 + r2)/2.
(3.9)
One iteration step is simulated by discretization and numerical integration of the equa-
tion of motion, using the Euler forward method for a damped mechanical system.
The ’polarized sphere cell’-model is an extension to the spherical cell implementation
Here, the mutual interaction between cells is implemented as adhesion between sim-
ulated charges on the surface of the spherical cells (Figure 3.10). A nonlinear force
depending on the sign-difference and the distance of two interacting charges is calcu-
lated F = c1 · c2 · e
−d2
σ2 . In this case, sigma is chosen to be 2r. On overlap, cells behave
similar to the ‘sphere cell’-model, i.e. they push each other apart as described in the
first term of Equation 3.8. Furthermore, cells in the ‘polarized sphere cell’-model pos-
sess the ability to perform chemotaxis, i.e. to actively move along chemical gradients.
This feature is simulated by calculating the local gradient of one of the transcription
factor distributions, and adding a genetically scaled force into that direction to the
total force F ptot: F = Ftot + α · Fu. Here, Fu is a unit length vector pointing into the
direction of the gradient, and α is a genetically determined scalar value belonging to
a cell. This value is encoded in a structural unit, and is set if this structural unit is
expressed in a cell.
Figure 3.10.: An illustration of the ‘polarized sphere cell’-model. Here, two cells with
sample charges on their surface are depicted. The charges exert a force on each other, leading
to both, cell adhesion and adjustment of cell orientation.
Spatial Communication
If in the model a gene is active which codes for creation of a TF, a value inside the
respective SU determines the TF externality η. This externality factor determines
the amount of the produced TF that is released into the environment for diffusion:
crel = η · ctot, while cint = ctot · (1− η) is the amount of produced TF that is kept inside
the cell. Here, ctot is the total concentration of TF produced by the SU. A released
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TF is subject to diffusion and allows chemical signaling with neighboring cells. The
production and diffusion of chemicals is simulated on a regular cartesian 3D mesh in the
following way: Firstly, a cell that releases a TF calculates the distance to its 8 nearest
diffusion-grid vertices. Secondly, according to the calculated distances, the released
concentration value crel is distributed onto the respective vertices. Finally, a diffusion
simulation is iterated for one step, using the TF-defined values for the diffusion constant
D and decay rate Cd:
dc
dt
= −Cdc+D∇2c. A standard finite difference method is used
to solve the equation.
3.3.3. Evolution Strategy
The advantage of using continuous variables in the models described above lies in the
possibility of employing a standard (µ, λ) evolution strategy [94] for the optimization
of developmental processes. Of course, more advanced implementations of real-valued
evolutionary optimization techniques [95] can be used as well. However, because of
its simplicity, a (µ, λ)- evolution strategy allows for a focus on the investigation of the
developmental models. For the gene regulatory network model presented in Section
3.3.1, I have altered the standard evolution strategy slightly to suit the structure of
the genome. Since the relative position of RUs and SUs plays a major role in develop-
mental control, evolution should possess the ability to change these positions. Inspired
by biological gene duplication and transposition, I amended the evolution strategy
mutation operator with a duplication probability Pd and a transposition probability
Pt. Upon mutation, each individual undergoes gene transposition and gene translation
with these probabilities, as described in the following:
If a transposition event takes place, two random ’cut’-position markers are determined
for a genome. Since the SUs and RUs are the basic units of the genome, such cut
positions can only be placed in between two of these basic units; single basic units
cannot be fragmented. The genetic region between the two markers is then cut out of
the genome, and re-inserted at a third random position. In the case of a duplication
event, a similar procedure as for a transposition event is followed, except that the
region between the two markers is not cut out, but copied to the new location.
This procedure allows for a dynamical chromosome size, since duplication automati-
cally alters the length of a genome. In my implementation, the gene duplication and
transposition mutation replaces the crossover operator for the gene regulatory network
model.
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4.1. Introduction
As seen in chapter 3, control of development is achieved using a dynamical system.
From a biological perspective, it is straight forward to assume a graph as a represen-
tation, inspired by natural gene regulatory networks. However, an engineering and
computer science perspective allows us to question if such a representation is optimal
with respect to the evolutionary context in which this dynamical system is employed.
Therefore, in this chapter, I will evaluate a graph based approach toward the simula-
tion of developmental control in an evolutionary framework. Firstly, advantages and
disadvantages of the graph based method described in Section 3.3.1 will be studied.
Secondly, I will exemplify the application of the framework to an engineering design
problem. Finally, I will discuss critical aspects of graph evolution, which motivate the
alternative dynamics-representation vector field embryogeny.
Parts of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [96, 97, 98, 99, 100].
4.2. Evolving Dynamical Motifs
4.2.1. Introduction
Graph representations of dynamical systems are state of the art in computational
intelligence. They are inspired by biology, where both, neural networks as well as gene
regulatory networks naturally compose directed graphs. Biological evolution acts on
such dynamics representations which naturally leads to the thought that graphs are
advantageous for evolutionary processes.
Here, I want to take a slightly different point of view: the graph representation of
gene regulation is the only dynamics representation available to biological evolution.
We will see in the following that even though biological evolution has employed such
dynamics representations, graph structures are sub-optimal for standard evolutionary
computation, since they possess a non-trivial relation between structure and dynamics.
The evolutionary process creates networks by small, random changes. We can expect
that an evolved network is an accumulation of these changes, where the temporal aspect
of evolution plays a role: the benefit resulting from a mutation can generally only be
assessed with respect to the remaining network. In the following experiment, we will
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see that graph structure can be linked to evolutionary history. At the same time, we
will observe that some structural elements are selected for rather unintuitive reasons,
such that secondary features of the evolutionary process, which are not related to a
fitness function, are reflected in the evolved network structure.
4.2.2. Experimental Setup
Based on the gene regulatory network model described in Section 3.3.1, this experiment
serves to investigate the evolution of a gene regulatory network that controls multicel-
lular development toward a stable cellular shape. To this end, the ‘sphere cell’-model
is employed in a two dimensional environment. Here, stable development means that
the growth process must reach a state where cells do not move or divide anymore, i.e.,
the concentration of the TFs must either have decayed to a value below all activation
thresholds, or reached a stable value, which indicates that no further change in gene
activity will occur. Finally, the finite number of cells that make up the individual
should be located inside a predefined diamond shape centered on the grid.
The evolution of finite growth is formulated as a minimization problem. The fitness f
is given by the following equation:
ηi =
{ −1 ∀ ‖pi‖1 ≤ 5
1 ∀ ‖pi‖1 > 5 ,
f =
N∑
i=1
ηi,
where pi is a two-element vector containing the position (xi, yi) of the i-th cell of the
individual in the last time step, N is the total number of cells, and ‖ · ‖1 denotes the
1-norm. In other words, the fitness is expressed by the number of cells outside the
diamond shape around the center of the calculation area, minus the number of the
cells inside the diamond shape. If the constraints are violated, i.e., if the cells touch
the border of the simulation area, or if the growth process does not reach a stable state
within a maximum of TD developmental time steps, a penalty term of +700 is added
to the fitness function.
In the experiment, the parent and offspring population sizes are set to 400, and 2000
respectively. The probability of a gene duplication or transpositionis given by pm = 0.1.
If such an event takes place, either one is chosen with probabilitiy p1 = 0.5. The
maximum number of developmental time steps is set to TD = 100. Development is
initialized with a single cell in the center of the calculation domain, and a predefined
TF to trigger development. The TF has concentration 0.5 which is constant over both,
space and time.
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Figure 4.1.: The best (dashed line) and average (solid line) fitness of a typical evolutionary
run. The shape of the best individual after convergence to a stable state is shown for three
different generations. The average fitness is computed from those individuals only, that do
not violate constraints.
4.2.3. Results
The result of a typical evolutionary run is presented in Figure 4.1, where the fitness of
the best individual and the average fitness are plotted. It can be seen from the figure
that the population stagnates from time to time, before an innovation is found, which
leads to a significant fitness increase. Much wider plateaus have also been observed.
Successful individuals exhibit the non-trivial behavior to grow toward a stable state
during their development. This means that their shape and final state of the gene
regulatory network remain constant after a certain developmental time step. Thus, the
fitness of an individual is not coupled to a certain evaluation time step as it is usually
the case in simulated evolutionary development, but rather to the stable individual
that is reached after the developmental process has converged.
To have a closer look at the evolved genetic interactions, Figure 4.2 depicts the static
interactions of the gene regulatory network belonging to an individual which results
from generation 43 of the evolutionary run. The static interactions can be directly
derived from the vDNA of an individual in the following way: An arrow from a SU to
a RU denotes that the RU takes part in the activation calculation for that SU. This is
determined by the position of the RUs relative to the SUs inside the vDNA. An arrow
from a TF-coding SU to a RU denotes, that the label of the respective TF is affine to the
label associated with the RU. Therefore, if that TF is produced, it will act on the RU
if its concentration exceeds its threshold. If a gene consists of more than one SU, SUs
are grouped together (directly adjacent, or with an arrow directly between them). This
kind of representation can be useful for an overview over possible interactions, although
the generally high number of interactions makes it hard to analyze them in detail.
However, the major drawback of this visualization method is that it does not become
clear, which interactions really become activated during development. The reason is
that the interaction between a TF-coding gene and a RU depends on thresholds and
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Figure 4.2.: The static interaction network of an individual from generation 43. The pre-
diffused TF is placed in the center of the network. A close-up on one gene is depicted in
the upper left corner: the gene consists of an inhibitory RU (black ellipses), an excitatory
RU (white ellipses) and two TF-coding SUs (blue rectangles). Two interacting genes and
the pre-diffused TF are emphasized by bold circles. A positive interaction (solid arrow)
from the pre-diffused TF to the lower gene denotes an excitatory connection, which could
be the starting point of a negative feedback loop between the two marked genes (the dashed
arrow denotes a negative interaction). Note however, that the analysis of the dynamical gene
regulatory network reveals that this feedback is not used, because the concentrations of the
TFs do not exceed the threshold values.
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i) ii) iii)
iv) v) vi)
Figure 4.3.: A time series of interactions inside the dynamical gene regulatory network.
Each gene is depicted as a small circle. The red point denotes the pre-diffused TF. Active
genes are marked as filled circles. The interactions between the genes are either inhibitory
(red, dashed arrows) or excitatory (blue, solid arrows). In iii) we highlighted two genes
that form a negative feedback loop with an excitatory interaction from left to right and an
inhibitory interaction in the opposite direction. Each Figure represents the state of the gene
regulatory network in one time step. Note that the static condition for this individual is not
yet reached after time step vi).
the concentration of the TF. The concentration depends on the position of the cell
which the gene belongs to, the expression rate of the TF and the actual developmental
time step. In Figure 4.2, I highlighted a negative feedback loop, which is only one
among many (in fact, the closeup reveals a direct negative feedback where the gene acts
on its own inhibitory RU). However, the dynamical gene regulatory network analysis
described in the following reveals that none of these negative feedbacks are used during
the development of the respective individual. Therefore, to get an insight into the real
interactions, the missing information on TF-concentrations and time steps need to be
included. In Figure 4.3, I depict a time series of network interactions as they take
place in the first cell of an individual. Genes are represented by points and arranged in
a circle. Since information about TF concentrations in the vicinity of the cell can be
obtained for every time step, the real interactions between genes can be shown. Each
time step, the interactions are updated according to the changing TF concentrations.
The top solid point in Figure 4.3i) denotes the pre-diffused TF and therefore, exhibits
initial interactions. From there, gene activation and inhibition can be tracked in each
successive time step, from Figure 4.3i) to Figure 4.3vi). Note that this dynamical
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Figure 4.4.: The triangles mark the share of the 11 best individuals which possess one or
more negative feedback-loops. The analysis is performed at every 10th generation.
representation of the gene regulatory network can differ from cell to cell. For the
experiments, I checked that all cells of one individual reach the point where the gene
regulatory network converged to the same stable state. Therefore, the analysis is
performed only for the first cell of an individual.
I use the information provided by the dynamical gene regulatory network for negative
feedback analysis. A negative feedback can be defined as a closed loop in the directed
graph for which the product of all signs is negative. In every developmental time step, I
search for such negative feedback loops in the gene regulatory network. In this way, the
number of negative feedback loops for all developmental time steps in one individual
can be determined. By comparison, we can eliminate the occurrence of the same loop
in successive time steps and thus find the number of unique inhibitory feedbacks used
throughout the developmental process.
The curve in Figure 4.4 shows the emergence of feedback during the evolutionary run.
Since the analysis is computationally expensive, I choose to test the 11 best individuals
of each tenth generation for feedback. The curve shows clearly, that negative feedback
starts to prevail between the 40th and 60th generation. After generation 60, all 11 best
individuals contain feedback loops. On closer inspection, it is possible to track the first
occurrence of feedback back to the best individual of generation 44, whose dynamical
gene regulatory network is depicted in Figure 4.3. The negative feedback is visible in
Figure 4.3iii): an excitatory connection from the highlighted gene on the left side to
the highlighted gene on the right side, and an inhibitory connection in the opposite
direction.
We may assume that the negative feedback stabilizes the development of individuals
against mutation. With a negative feedback loop a TF is possibly self limiting. If
the concentration increases beyond a defined threshold, the TF can decrease its own
production. If the concentration decreases, the level of self influence is reduced resulting
in a stable state. In comparison, a positive feedback loop could only cause a TF to
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increase its own production continuously without reaching a stable state. In general, a
negative feedback loop in control engineering is a comparison between reference values
and output values. Based on the difference the controller designed for this problem can
minimize the deviation between reference and output values. Therefore, the system is
stabilized toward that target value. In the case presented here, the stabilizing effect
is similar except that we do not pre-define a reference value. Instead such a value is
system inherent. Therefore, a mutation may cause reference values to change, but as
long as the negative feedback loop is not destroyed, a system can maintain its ability
to stabilize. One possible effect is that offspring of individuals with negative feedback
will be less sensitive to mutations, i.e., fewer lethal mutations will occur. Here lethal
means that individuals will not grow at all or will not reach a stable state after the
maximum number of allowed developmental time steps. In both cases, individuals
are penalized, and not taken into account for further selection. Thus, the number of
feasible offspring from an ancestor containing negative feedback loops is higher than
the number of feasible offspring from an ancestor without negative feedback. If the
fitness of individuals containing feedback is not worse than the fitness of those without
feedback, the probability that a genome with feedback is passed on during evolution
increases. To verify this hypothesis, I perform a simple mutation experiment with four
different individuals: The best individual from generation 44 which uses feedback, its
direct ancestor from generation 43 which has no feedback (see the static gene regulatory
network in Figure 4.2), the best individual at the end of the evolutionary run and a
modified version of the best individual from generation 44. The modification consists
of removing the gene from the vDNA that causes the negative feedback (marked in
Figure 4.3iii), right circle). Note that such modified individuals still exhibit a stable,
finite growth process, thus none of them violate the constraints. The four individuals
are mutated 50 times each, for every sample point. Mutation is carried out by adding a
random number generated from a zero-mean normal distribution with given standard
deviation σ to each value of the vDNA. Thereafter, I count the number of individuals
that still produce stable growth without violating the constraints and denote them as
successful. Note that feasible individuals with lower fitness than the unmodified ones
are also among them. Figure 4.5 shows the results of this experiment.
It is clearly visible that mutations with σ smaller than 10−5 affect individuals without
feedback much more severely than individuals containing feedback: 100% and 96%
respectively of the individuals containing feedback survive, while only 62% and 50%
respectively survive without feedback. At σ = 10−4, feedback is still an advantage,
although the percentage of successful individuals has been reduced significantly to
70%. The percentage of lethal mutations with a σ larger than 10−3 is similar for all
individuals. This might be the result of mutation destroying the negative feedback loop,
thus destroying the whole control mechanism that mainly set the different individuals
apart. Note that during evolution, σ was in the range between 10−6 to 10−5 from
generation 43 onwards and therefore, in a region where feedback seems to be clearly
advantageous.
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Figure 4.5.: The results of the mutation experiment: Four individuals are mutated 50 times
for each strategy parameter σ. The plot shows the percentage of individuals that survived
mutation.
4.2.4. Discussion
From the analysis of the experiment, we see that evolution can create graph structures
with features that are not directly connected to the performance the graph was se-
lected for. Rather, the process shapes a network that is adapted to have an advantage
over other individuals in the evolutionary process, which, as we have seen in this sec-
tion, includes other features such as higher robustness toward mutations. Note that
robustness toward mutations is expected in certain cases to be beneficial for evolution
[101].
The individuals with negative feedback show a greater robustness in the mutation
experiment than those without feedback. Thus, evolutionary success is a combination
of fitness and robustness against mutations. Furthermore, we have seen that static gene
regulatory networks in computational models may contain interactions that are never
used. Even in biology, when analyzing gene regulatory networks, there are significant
structural differences between static network interactions and dynamic interactions,
see e.g. [87]. The emergence of negative feedback and its persistence during evolution
supports the assumption by Wagner [5], that this kind of robustness is an evolved
response to stabilizing selection.
Gathering knowledge about the relation between the evolution of feedback and robust-
ness is also important for evolutionary design, because it could tell us something about
the evolvability of the system. Indeed feedback might prove to be an important tool
for stabilizing certain useful processes during evolution, while deliberately avoiding
feedback mechanisms might enable the evolutionary process to change features easily.
One can speculate why robustness is necessary in the special case of evolution of graphs.
Note that, since mutation is the way evolution advances, robustness toward mutation
may also be problematic for evolutionary computation. We can guess that robust indi-
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viduals are necessary, if mutation has a high probability to yield worse fitness. Then,
maintaining actual quality is a sound strategy to achieve survival in the population.
4.3. Developmental System Design
In this section, I will describe a possible application area of graph based evolutionary
development, and give examples. Features such as representational power due to the
growth process or complex adaptive behavior due to dynamical control render devel-
opment suitable for the optimization of complex tasks. Especially the independence of
genotype and phenotype dimensionalities and exploitation of design regularities could
yield a method for optimization of high dimensional designs. The cellular representa-
tion allows for an easy creation of complex geometries and inner structures, as we will
see below. I have chosen to demonstrate the application of evolutionary development
on the field of topology optimization for mechanical stability.
I will show that the complex geometries which can be obtained by multicellular growth,
renders Artificial Development suitable for topology optimization in 3D. I employ both,
the ’sphere-cell’ model and the ’polarized sphere-cell’ model for the task of evolving
stable, lightweight structures.
4.3.1. 3D Topology Optimization
The experiments presented below deal with the problem of finding a structure defined
by a material distribution in a cube shaped, three dimensional design space. The
structure should have maximal stability and minimal weight. Here, maximal stability
means that the structure should deform as little as possible, when a load is applied to
the top of it. Minimal weight is defined by the volume of the structure.
4.3.2. Experiment S: The Simplified Setup
To first show that high dimensional, functional phenotypes can arise from small geno-
types in a developmental model, I use a much simplified version of a gene regulatory
network, consisting of a simple ‘if-then’ program which interprets cellular neighborhood
information in each cell. Two different cell types exist in these simulations: Cell type
A denotes ‘void’ cells, representing space that does not contain material for stability
calculation, and cell type B denotes material cells. Through division, material cells
and void cells grow until the whole calculation area is filled. Cell growth, together with
cell sorting due to cell-cell physical interaction, shapes inner structures. As denoted
above, after the growth process has finished, the positions of the B type material cells
form the design for mechanical stress calculation. A type void cells are removed since
they represent holes in the structure. The resulting design is discretized into voxels for
finite element calculation. Note that for all designs∗, the uppermost layer of voxels is
∗This includes all designs presented in this section, and the results from reference methods.
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set to non-void, such that a ’top-plate’ is always part of the designs. A simulated force
of 700N is applied to these uppermost voxels. The top-plate allows for proper distri-
bution of the applied force, and the resulting deformation of each voxel in the design
is calculated. From this deformation, a bi-linear energy can be derived (see Appendix
C), that is a measure for the stability of a structure: we can generally say that if the
bilinear energy inside a structure after deformation is low, the stability is high. The
minimization of the maximum over all voxels of this bilinear energy will be used as one
of the objectives in the optimization runs. The second objective is the weight (mass)
of the structure, which is simply given by the number of voxels representing a design.
In the simplified setup of experiment S, each cell can sense the type of its mother
cell and the type of the neighboring cells of the mother cell during cellular division.
The cell type of the cell that is newly produced is determined using four values in the
genome: w1, w2, θ, and σ, plus the two inputs, i.e., mother cell type T
1 and the mean
value of surrounding cell types T o as follows:
eval =
(w1 · T 1 + w2 · T o) + 2
4
, (4.1)
where T 1 can take the values -1 or 1 for A-type and B-type cells, respectively. T o is
the sum of all T values of cells adjacent to the mother cell divided by their number.
Depending on the state eval calculated from Equation (4.1), the celltype (T d) of the
newly produced daughter cell is calculated as described by the following pseudo-code:
if (σ > 0.5){
if (eval < θ){
T d = -1 %produce a A-type cell
{
else{
T d = 1 %produce a B-type cell
}
}
else{
if (eval < θ){
T d = 1 %produce B-type cell
{
else{
T d = -1 %produce a A-type cell
}
}
Development is initialized with a single cell in the center of the calculation area. All
cells divide in every time step, yielding 2n cells for n developmental steps. The ‘sphere
cell’-model employs differential cell adhesion, as described in Equation 3.9 (Section
3.3.2). The three parameters that specify differential adhesion values between all pos-
sible combinations of celltypes A and B (γAA, γBB and γAB) are also encoded in the
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chromosome and are subject to evolution. Thus, in total there are seven parameters,
w1, w2, θ, σ, γAA, γBB and γAB to be evolved.
4.3.3. Experiment C: The Complete Setup
In experiment C, the complete multicellular development framework created for evo-
lutionary computation is investigated. For the same task as in experiment S, the gene
regulatory network model described in Section 3.3.1 is employed for the control of
development. Genomes are initialized with a random set of 5 SUs and 5 RUs in the
beginning of evolution. Furthermore, the ‘polarized sphere cell’-model is used for the
production of complex cellular arrangements. Inspired by biological development, I de-
fine a chemical gradient that remains constant over developmental time to prestructure
the design space.
Besides the ability to solve the topology optimization task, I want to investigate the
evolution of such pre-defined chemical gradients, in combination with the evolution of
the vDNA and the growth process. To achieve this I define several positions inside the
cube shaped calculation area, on which the center of different Gauss-shaped gradients
can be allocated. These positions are the center of the cube, the centers of all faces
and the corners of the cube, totaling a number of 15.
Each of these Gauss gradient has a constant variance of σ2 = 0.5 · s with s being
the side length of the calculation area. Gaussians are scaled by σ
√
2pi to reach a
maximum possible concentration of 1 at their center points. Additionally, the i-th
gradient is scaled by a respective value hi, directly encoded in an additional chromosome
of length 15 in each individual. Finally, these gradients are superposed and inserted
into the calculation area as one predefined TF (see the first panel in Figure 4.11 for an
illustrative example of a resulting distribution). Equation (4.2) gives the concentration
c(~x) at every point ~x in the calculation area:
c(~x) =
∑
i
hi · e
(
− (~x−~µi)
2
2σ2
)
, (4.2)
where µi is the center of the i-th Gaussian.
The predefined TF is used for chemotaxis, and can also be read by the cells for gene
activation. Other TFs that may be released by cells are not used for chemotaxis, and
only serve for intercellular communication and gene activity calculation.
4.3.4. Fitness Function
Fitness calculation is based on two objectives: the minimization of the overall weight
of the grown structure, and the maximization of the stability against a load which
is applied to the top of the structure after development. When cellular development
has finished, the resulting cellular design is converted into a voxel-structure and a top
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plate is added (see lower right panel in Figure 4.7). The overall weight of the structure
is then calculated by summing up the number of voxels that build up this resulting
design. To calculate stability, the displacements, resulting from application of the
evenly distributed force on each voxel of the top plate, are calculated using the Z88
FE-solver†. The maximal displacement describes the ’weakest’ point of the design and
thus, minimization of this displacement (i.e. the according bilinear energy) represents
the second objective.
As evolutionary optimization method, I use the NSGA-II algorithm [102]. Different
from single objective optimization algorithms, where the target is usually one optimal
solution, NSGA-II produces a set of Pareto-optimal designs, i.e. in my case, designs
that trade their weight off against their structural stability. For experiment S, sim-
ulated binary crossover [103] and polynomial mutation [104] have been employed to
generate offspring. After the offspring population is generated, the elitist crowded non-
dominated sorting is used for selecting parents for the next generation. For experiment
C, I use a modified NSGA-II algorithm. Since genome sizes of different individuals
may vary, it is not straight forward to employ a crossover operation. Therefore muta-
tion of the individuals is implemented as addition of a Gaussian random variable with
strategy parameter adaptation [94], without crossover. Also, I use gene duplication
and transposition: with a probability of 0.1, a random number of consecutive RUs and
SUs are either cut out (transposition) or copied (duplication) and then inserted into
the vDNA at a new random position. Population size for all experiments is 100 and
evolutions are run for 300 generations.
There are several methods designed specifically to solve topology optimization prob-
lems. Two such methods are the Solid Isotropic Material with Penalization method
(SIMP) and the Evolutionary Structural Optimization method (ESO) [105]. I used
both to create reference Pareto-fronts for the results.
4.3.5. Results
In experiment S, several designs with complex inner structure are found that support
the applied load. An example is given in Figure 4.9 where a slice through the material
cells can be seen, with the void cells removed. It is well visible that a complex arrange-
ment of cells yields an inner structure. Remember that this structure is encoded by
only 7 values, i.e. a seven dimensional genotype space. Differential cellular adhesion
plays a role in creating connected structures from material cells (type B).
Experiment C comprises two different simulations: The ‘predefined’ simulation is an
evolutionary run with a predefined, manually chosen gradient for chemotaxis. The spa-
tial function of the concentration c is given in Equation (4.3). Note that the calculation
†http://www.z88.org
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Figure 4.6.: The populations of typical evolutionary runs after 300 generations. Depicted
are individuals of the model employed in experiment S, both models of experiment C (using a
fixed, predefined gradient and evolving gradients), and the reference solutions from the SIMP-
and ESO-algorithms. Note that the whole generation is plotted, not only individuals on the
Pareto-front. Also note that for computational reasons, the cell number of the ‘polarized
sphere cell’-model was restricted to 500 cells, such that a maximum of 5100 voxels will not
be exceeded by these data.
Figure 4.7.: Excerpts from a sample growth of an individual and the resulting voxel grid.
Note the added top plate. Sequence starts at upper left and ends at lower right.
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area extends from -8 to 8 in each spatial direction.
c(~x) = 1− e
(
− (~x−~µ)2
2σ2
)
, µ = (0, 0,−8). (4.3)
σ2 is chosen similar to Equation (4.2). The choice of this gradient is inspired by the
shapes that typically result from the SIMP-Algorithm, where ’table-legs’ are created at
the corners and centers of side-boundaries (Figure 4.8(a)). Note that Figure 4.8b) gives
a typical solution from the ESO algorithm, which is less regular, but also shows table
leg like characteristics. Using the gradient in Equation (4.3), even without evolutionary
optimization it is possible to generate a table-like structure 4.8(d). A simple chemotaxis
along the manually defined gradient and continued cell division seems to be sufficient
to create the four-legged table. For comparison, in Figure 4.8(c) I also depict a typical
solution from the model used in experiment S. Remember that only the dark cells (type
B) are used as structure, while white cells represent spacers and are removed prior to
fitness calculation. By comparison, Figure 4.8(e) and (f) show an evolved design using
the manually chosen gradient, and the voxelization of this resulting design.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.8.: (a) A typical solution using the SIMP algorithm. (b) A typical solution using
the ESO algorithm. (c) A typical solution created by the ‘sphere cell’-model, where white
cells are spacer cells and removed for FE-calculation. (d) An un-evolved, hand coded genome
yields this solution with motile polarized cells and a predefined gradient. (e) An evolved
solution with motile polarized cells using a predefined gradient, and (f) the resulting voxel
grid.
For the second part of experiment C, labeled ‘evolving’, the chemotaxis gradient is
encoded in a chromosome and evolves as described in Section 4.3.3. It is created in
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the calculation domain before the development of the individual starts, and does not
change during the developmental time.
Figure 4.9.: A section through one of the Pareto-optimal solution of experiment S reveals
the complex inner structure. For better visibility, the viewing angle is changed and spacer
cells are removed. Also, material cells are slightly magnified on the right hand side of the
Figure.
Figure 4.6 shows the the fitness of the individuals reached after 300 generations for the
different models. It is clearly visible that the model of experiment S has less ability to
reach optimal results, especially solutions with less than 1300 voxels are not reachable.
For experiment C, a wide variety of designs emerge, which can be seen in Figure 4.10,
giving sample phenotypes.
Comparing individuals with predefined and evolved gradient in Figure 4.10 (a) and 4.10
(b), we can see that in the first case, phenotypes are all built up using a common
principle: Cells use the clue given by the predefined gradient and move toward the
outer area of the cube. The center remains sparsely occupied by cells. Designs only
differ by the number of cellular divisions and resulting ’compactness’ of the design.
The evolving gradient simulations show a wider range of different designs and growth
processes. Both chemotaxis and polarized adhesion can be observed during the growth
process of several individuals. Heavy solutions are created by similar design processes:
Cells possess equal charges, such that they repel each other. Due to the restricted
calculation area, a sponge-like distribution occurs. Most light solutions are built up
from a central stem, which branches toward the top of the calculation area. Figure 4.7
gives snapshots of a growth sequence for such a design.
The quality of designs using evolving gradients, especially for design weights smaller
than 2500 voxels, is clearly closer to the reference curves created by the SIMP and
ESO algorithms as compared to the model employed in experiment S. Interestingly, the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.10.: (a) Individuals taken from generation 300 from a fixed, predefined gradient
evolution run. Number of voxels for the individuals (from left to right): 755, 1361, 2027,
2866. (b) Individuals taken from generation 300 of an evolving gradient run. Number of
voxels (from left to right): 758, 1420, 1665, 2331.
evolving gradient run has the ability to produce individuals that consist of less than 600
voxels and still support the load. Even though the stability of these designs is limited,
the SIMP and ESO methods do not cover this design area at all. Figure 4.11 shows two
more interesting phenotypes from an earlier generation of the ‘evolving gradients’ run,
which were lost during evolution due to pareto-dominance of other solutions found.
Figure 4.11.: A sample evolved gradient and two solutions that occurred during the ‘evolv-
ing gradients’ run are depicted to demonstrate variety in designs. The left panel shows the
iso-surface of the evolved gradient, the center panel gives a tree-like structure that developed
‘arms’ to carry the load, the right panel depicts a suboptimal solution employing two poles
that are connected at the bottom of the structure.
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4.3.6. Discussion
The first experiment in this section has shown how a cellular representation using
physical interaction between the cells can yield complex structures without the need of
a complex genome that controls cell positioning. However, for structural stability, the
approach performs worse than methods that are specifically designed for such purposes,
like the SIMP algorithm.
The ‘polarized sphere cell’-model approach toward structural stability shows better
solutions than the simplified ‘sphere cell’-model. An evolving maternal gradient for
chemotaxis increases the performance. Here, we can see that a coarse pre-structuring
that is more directly controlled by evolution, alleviates evolutionary success, a result
that will re-occur for vector field embryogeny experiments combining allometry with
hierarchy (section 5.3.7). The designs found during evolution are non-trivial. However,
the structural stability for these designs is lower than for the reference approaches SIMP
and ESO. Interestingly, both SIMP and ESO do not reach solutions as lightweight as
found by the evolving gradient polarized cells experiments.
The considerations presented in Section 4.2, combined with the results obtained in the
experiments of this section, show that evolving graphs is possible, yet non-trivial, and
necessitate special attention toward such features as dynamical motifs and hierarchi-
cal formulations. Cellular models and pre-defined boundary conditions can alleviate
evolutionary success. However, we can speculate that these features need to be tuned
closely toward the respective optimization problem. Let us assume here, that graph
representations have a tendency to generally disrupt simple ES-style mutation strate-
gies. Then, an alternative representation of dynamics might be more suitable in the
evolutionary context. In the following section, vector field embryogeny is investigated
as a more suitable representation for an evolution strategy. A general evolutionary
investigation of the method and a comparison to a graph based approach is presented.
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5.1. Introduction
The experiment in Section 4.2 has shown how graph structure can result from evolu-
tionary processes containing features that are not directly selected for. Although such
graph features can yield advantages (mutation is affected so that it does not produce
harmful alteration) it can also render optimization problematic: if robustness toward
mutation is high, then the optimization performance is low. In the following, I will
investigate vector field embryogeny as an alternative representation of a dynamical
system to control development for simple developmental tasks.
In the second part of this chapter, a more biology-centered perspective on vector field
embryogeny will be taken, to allow for an interface to a classical biological point of
view on such principles as hierarchy, allometry and heterochrony.
Parts of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [106, 107].
5.2. Evolving Differentiation
5.2.1. Introduction
For my first investigations, I will employ vector field embryogeny for the simple but
typical developmental task of cellular differentiation, and compare its performance to
the gene regulatory network model presented in Section 3.3.1. Cellular differentiation
is the process in which biological cells determine their future cell type in a coordinated
way. Note that morphology after development consists of many different types of cells,
even though all cells possess the same genetic information. This differentiation can be
traced back to positional information in the early embryonic stages, where different
cells experience different chemical environments due to their positions along chemical
gradients that are created by the mother individual. This differentiation behavior can
be interpreted as a reaction of a dynamical system that is described by the genes, to
different inputs (chemical concentrations). The outcome in this interpretation is a cell
type.
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5.2.2. Experimental Setup
For the experiments, I set up a phase space model as described in Section 3.3.1. I
will use a three dimensional system with variables x, y and z, constrained to the
interval [0, 1] in each dimension. Thus, X = (x, y, z) in Equation (3.2). This would
correspond to a gene regulatory network where the state of three genes is observable
during developmental time.
I then perform the following steps:
1. Determine initial states of these three variables for development (in a biologi-
cal context, initial values may result from environmental signals or a maternal
gradient).
2. Create a phase space in three dimensions, i.e., choose Vi(x, y, z).
3. Use an evolution strategy to mutate the parameters λ and thereby change the
vector field representation of the phase space F(X,λ).
4. For individual j, use the differential equation dXj/dt = Fj(Xj,λj) to create time
courses of the corresponding three variables to control its development.
5. Use the evolution strategy to select fit individuals for reproduction and repeat
steps 1 to 5 until a stop criterion is met.
To investigate cellular differentiation, the system state X is interpreted as the expres-
sion level of three genes in a certain cell of an individual. The cells that belong to the
same individual share the same phase space, but have different initializations of x and
y. I define z to correspond to the cell type and initialize it at z0 = 0.5 for all cells, rep-
resenting a non-differentiated state. The cell’s environmental information is encoded
in x and y and can be interpreted as maternal factors, similar to those found in the
early Drosophila embryo [108]. Cells do not divide or interact. For visualization, cells
are positioned on a 2D lattice, where the coordinate of a cell is chosen according to its
initial state of the genes x and y. Two different resolutions are used for experiments:
2x2 and 4x4 cells. Therefore, x ∈ {0, 1} and y ∈ {0, 1}, or x ∈ {0, 0.33, 0.67, 1} and
y ∈ {0, 0.33, 0.67, 1} for the respective experiments.
The phase space of an individual is evolved by changing the key parameters of a
fixed number of field elements. These key parameters for singular elements are U =
(u1, u2, u3), α, and σ. U represents the position of the element in 3D space, α is
its strength and σ its width (see Section 3.3.1). For an attachment element, three
additional parameters are encoded: θ, φ, and c. θ and φ are the two angles describing
the direction of the element in 3D space, and c is the relative speed of attachment (see
Equation (3.3)). The resulting system equations are solved for each cell by a Runge-
Kutta method of order 4. The maximum simulation time is set to tmax = 500s, with
a step width of 0.25s and 8 sub-iterations per step. I expect system states to have
reached a stable state before the simulation time reaches 500 seconds. However, if this
is not the case, solutions are not penalized. Simulation is terminated when either the
maximum time tmax is exceeded or when the system state does not vary more than
 = 10−12 in two consecutive steps. A standard evolution strategy [94] is employed, with
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population sizes of 15 and 100 for parent and offspring population respectively, with
a single strategy parameter with step size adaptation. A more sophisticated evolution
strategy could be applied ([95] gives a comprehensive overview), however, the standard
version is very robust and its performance is sufficient for the purpose. The initial
strategy parameter is chosen to be σinit = 0.1. The fitness F is calculated by taking
the squared distance between the cell types of the n cells belonging to an individual
after development, and a given target vector ρ: F =
∑
i (zi − ρi)2. Therefore, the
task is a minimization task, and optimal fitness is reached if F = 0. Note that for
the experiments presented in the following, the maximum value for F is the number
of simulated trajectories, i.e., 4 for the 2x2 and 16 for the 4x4 runs since both, ρi and
zi ∈ {0, 1}. Twenty evolutionary runs are performed per experiment.
Note also, that the adaptation of the framework to a specific developmental research
problem is basically similar to setting up a graph based method. The fundamental
difference lies in the evolution of the system: while both approaches possess the ability
to represent complex phase spaces, vector field embryogeny is expected to create a more
causal relation between mutation strength and phase space change. We will quantify
this in the following chapter.
For comparison, I employ the gene regulatory network model (see Section 3.3.1) for
the same evolutionary tasks. Here, I choose the following experimental setup, and
also perform 20 runs per experiment: A genome size of 20 initial regulatory units and
20 initial structural units is employed. These are empirical values which I have used
in various simulations and consider suitable for the given task. Note that through
duplication, the number of units are adapted by the evolutionary process. Two time-
constant pre-diffused gradients with linear distributions along the two axes are defined,
which represent the x- and y-coordinate of the experiment. Cells are positioned on the
x-y-plane in the same manner as in the phase space experiments. Cells do not commu-
nicate, i.e., signals do not diffuse in space. The concentration of the first genetically
created transcription factor, i.e., the activity of one gene, in each cell is used for fitness
evaluation, following the fitness function given above. This setup creates a task for the
gene regulatory network based system, which is comparable to that of the vector field
embryogeny. From experience with the gene regulatory network based system I know
that good solutions are often lost through mutations. Also, the standard selection
pressure is usually too high and yields early convergence to local optima. Therefore, it
is necessary to slightly deviate from the standard evolution strategy employed in the
vector field embryogeny framework, to achieve comparable results: Firstly, three elitists
[94] are employed in the evolution, i.e., the three best individuals of a generation are
carried over to the next generation without mutation. Secondly, parents population
size is increased to 40 to reduce selection pressure. Finally, the 4x4 cells task is run for
200 instead of 100 generations.
5.2.3. Results
The first experiments show the feasibility of vector field embryogeny to evolve cellular
differentiation. The possibility to generate an arbitrary cellular distribution in a 2x2
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cell grid is investigated. To this end, three target patterns are defined: ‘one point’,
‘half’, and ‘xor’ (see Figure 5.1). Note that for the trivial solution of zi = 0.5, i.e., no
movement in phase space, a fitness value of F = 1 would be the result for all targets.
I denote fitness values below F = 0.0025 as optimal. The experiments investigate
the influence of field element type and field element number on the evolvability of the
system: I first perform evolutionary runs that employ singular elements or regular
elements exclusively. The number of elements in these experiments is varied between
2 and 6.
Figure 5.1.: Results from the differentiation experiment, summarized in 6 plots: experi-
mental setups with different numbers (two, four, and six) and types (singular and regular)
of basic field elements are compared. The experiments were conducted using three different
target patterns: ‘one point’ (1), ‘half’ (2), and ‘xor’ (3).
Figure 5.1 gives the results of the experiment after 100 evolutionary generations. For
the target patterns ‘one point’ and ‘half’, using 4 regular elements shows good per-
formance, while for the target pattern ‘xor’, using 6 singular elements yields the best
results. Interestingly, using singular elements only leads to early convergence of the
‘one point’ and ‘half’ runs, while using regular elements yields suboptimal performance
for the ‘xor’ run. Generally, using 6 regular elements yields evolutionary runs without
convergence after 100 generations, which can be seen in the variance of the fitnesses.
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It seems that the exclusive strategies with one type of field element only, are suitable
for certain characteristic differentiation targets only.
Figure 5.2.: The concluding experiment of the differentiation task. Two regular elements
and two singular elements are combined, and applied to the four target patterns: ‘one point’
(1), ‘half’ (2), ‘xor’ (3), and ‘random’ (4). For comparison, the performance of a gene
regulatory network based approach for the ‘xor’ target pattern is shown on the rightmost
panel (3*) with similar evolutionary setup (see text for details).
Therefore, I create a setup with 4 field elements in total, where I combine two regular
and two singular elements. Results are shown in Figure 5.2: A high fitness for all target
patterns is achieved. The ‘one point’ and ‘half’ experiments are successful, while the
‘xor’ experiment has 3 outliers apart from all other runs reaching optimal solutions.
In the rightmost column, results from the gene regulatory network based approach
toward the ‘xor’ target pattern are shown. Additionally, results from a random target
pattern run, using the same setup are presented, where each evolutionary run has a
target consisting of four values independently drawn from a uniform distribution in
the interval [0, 1]. To visualize phase space trajectories, the upper panel of Figure 5.3
depicts trajectories of a successful individual of the ‘xor’ run and its final differentiation
pattern.
These experiments show the feasibility of the vector field embryogeny approach to
cellular differentiation tasks while on average, the gene regulatory network approach
converges to lower quality solutions for the ‘xor’ target. The setup is now changed to
a more complex task in a 4x4 grid where the ‘H’ target pattern is used (see Figure
5.4, upper right panel). Note again, that for the trivial solution of zi = 0.5, i.e., no
movement in phase space, a fitness value of F = 4 would be the result for all targets. I
denote fitness values below F = 0.01 as optimal. In these experiments, the number of
field elements is increased to 4 regular and 4 singular elements per experiment. Results
are depicted in the left column of Figure 5.4. While no run reaches global optimum,
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Figure 5.3.: Final cell-type distributions of successful individuals. Upper panel: The ‘xor’
pattern result and the corresponding evolved phase space trajectories for a run using two
regular and two singular elements. Lower panel: The ‘H’ target pattern result of the best
run using the reference setup, with the corresponding phase space trajectories.
the best individual’s phenotype resembles the target and is shown in the lower panel
of Figure 5.3, together with its trajectories in the phase space. In the following, I will
refer to this experimental setup as the reference setup.
The right column of Figure 5.4 gives the performance of the gene regulatory network ap-
proach toward solving the same problem. Clearly, the gene regulatory network method
is not able to generate the given target, despite the fact that twice the number of
evolutionary generations are available. The mean fitness has a magnitude comparable
to that of the two worst reference setup runs.
5.2.4. Discussion
We have seen that vector field embryogeny is suitable as an alternative representation
for gene regulatory network dynamics. Although just two simple basic field elements
were employed, an advantage over the gene regulatory network formulation could be
seen. An interesting future research work for vector field embryogeny would be to
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Figure 5.4.: Results from the differentiation experiment with 16 cells. The ‘H’-target pat-
tern and the results from the different setups are presented. The results of the reference setup,
the allometry setup and two hierarchy setups (pre-defined and evolving weak symmetry) are
depicted, as well as the result of the respective gene regulatory network based approach.
identify more useful basic elements, and assemble an element-library, possibly with
grouping into different element classes for different kinds of problems. Also it would be
interesting to research a complete field representation, i.e., a set of field elements that
represent an arbitrary field, such that an assessable representation error exists if parts
of the representation are neglected, in a way comparable to Fourier or Taylor series.
Throughout this section, I motivated vector field editing as an abstraction of biological
gene regulatory networks. It is straightforward to map a network via its phase space
onto a vector field. However, the opposite direction is difficult to accomplish: A given
vector field in general can not easily be converted to a graph. This is mainly due to
the fact that desired dynamics cannot be generated easily, e.g., by a superposition of
graph-features. Therefore, the basic field elements of vector field editing are not to be
seen as equivalent to network motifs [46]. Note that the search for functional sub-units
of graphs that govern graph dynamics is still a debated topic [109].
Apart from evolvability, i.e., the performance in an evolutionary optimization context,
the simplicity of a representation is important for analysis and easy understanding. I
believe that a vector field embryogeny style spatial illustration in up to three dimensions
of dynamical system properties, and especially of mutational changes in dynamics, is
more intuitive than inferring system behavior changes from graph structure changes.
Note that this does not necessarily decouple the observations resulting from vector
field embryogeny from regulatory networks or biology: vector field embryogeny merely
represents evolution of dynamical behavior on a systemic level, where both, regulatory
mechanisms and evolutionary processes, are modeled abstractly, and thereby provide
a different point of view on their respective biological counterparts.
Dynamics of gene regulatory networks account for many of the desirable features of
organisms, such as robustness and flexibility during embryogenesis, which both make
species evolvable. Many intricate regulatory interactions have been selected for in
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biology to create these features. However, the exact underlying processes and driving
forces are unknown. The concept of motifs has been successful to reveal structural
coherence in the composition of biological regulatory networks. Still, the coupling
between the embedding of a motif in a graph structure and the resulting changes
of the dynamics remains unclear. The phase space approach suggested in this work
concentrates on the more abstract level of the evolution of the dynamics of a regulatory
system. It neglects its conceivable structural realization. This kind of explanatory level
of dynamics combined with the analysis of graphs could enable us to understand the
mapping between graph structure and phase space. I believe that this could hold the
key to further our understanding of the evolution and function of biological regulatory
networks.
5.3. Higher Level Principles of Development in Vector
Field Embryogeny
5.3.1. Introduction
In the previous section, we have seen that vector field embryogeny can be used to control
development in the place of a gene regulatory network formulation. From a computer
science perspective, this is beneficial since standard evolutionary optimization tech-
nique can be employed using this representation. From a biology perspective, we have
to ask ourselves about the suitability of such an abstract representation to model bio-
logical phenomena. In this section, the integration of abstract biological mechanisms
into the vector field embryogeny framework will be discussed, where examples will be
given with such features as hierarchy, heterochrony and allometry. I will refer to these
as higher level principles of development, since they are abstract building blocks of bi-
ological embryogenesis. While gene regulatory networks can exhibit all these features,
they are not directly included in the vector field embryogeny framework. The following
section will show that it is straightforward to augment vector field embryogeny with
such features, and that we can deliberately choose to include or reject these features,
which allows a systematic investigation of the advantages or disadvantages that come
with them.
5.3.2. Hierarchy in Vector Field Embryogeny
During biological embryogeny, organisms go through a phase of hierarchical structuring
[1]. A spatial hierarchy develops over time, such that early signals in the embryo create
a coarse structuring, while later signals are used to create more and more details
of the final morphology. Doursat [110] has used such a hierarchy to create spatial
differentiation during an artificial growth process. I want to show that it is possible to
integrate a similar mechanism in vector field embryogeny.
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Consider the problem formulation of cellular differentiation presented in Section 5.2,
with a three dimensional phase space n = 3, X = (x, y, z), where z gives the cell
type and x and y the variables which carry initial conditions. Let us assume that
we simulate four cells of an individual such that four trajectories, X0,X1,X2 and X3
will be simulated in the phase space, with initial conditions (x0, y0, z0)
0 = (0, 0, 0.5),
(x0, y0, z0)
1 = (0, 1, 0.5), (x0, y0, z0)
2 = (1, 0, 0.5) and (x0, y0, z0)
3 = (1, 1, 0.5), i.e., the
four corners of the x-y-plane at z = 0.5. The common phase space represents the
common genetic control of the cells of an individual. The implementation of spatial
hierarchy in this three dimensional vector field embryogeny can be based on a subse-
quent subdivision of initial system positions on the x-y-plane, where each system state
X has the ability to divide into four ‘daughter’-system states to constitute the next
hierarchical stage. Thus, if the initial stage consists of four initial system states, the
second stage will contain 16 and the n-th stage 4n system trajectories. Each hierarchi-
cal stage has its own phase space, with own evolving field elements. When a system
state is subdivided, its daughters are initialized such that the ‘cell type’ variable, i.e.,
their z positions in phase space, are equal to the final ‘cell type’ of the mother cell,
while x and y are chosen to be the corners of the x-y-plane again in the phase space
of the respective hierarchical stage (see Figure 5.5). Since one hierarchical stage has
only one phase space, all cells belonging to one stage share the same phase space. In
approaches using multiple stages of hierarchy, this allows a reduction in parameters: if
a field element can be described by v variables, and η elements are used in each of the
s stages, the total number of variables to describe one individual solution is s · v · η,
while the number of cells that can be described with this setup amounts to 4s.
This setup also allows an explicit integration of weak symmetry constraints, i.e., for
symmetry with variation. The right panel of Figure 5.10 shows an example of a lateral
symmetric target pattern. The left half of the target can be reproduced by the same
mechanism which creates the right half, if the underlying coordinate system is mirrored.
Let the initialization of the coarse stage system be x0 ∈ {0, 1} and y0 ∈ {0, 1}, and
z0 = 0.5, i.e., one cell in each corner of the x-y-plane, each with the same type, as
depicted in Figure 5.5. The first stage of development yields two pairs of cells, each
consisting of system states that reach the same type z during development (Figure 5.5,
upper panel on the right). Accordingly, the four trajectories of the next stage for each
cell pair will start at the same height z. To illustrate the symmetry in the resulting cell
states (Figure 5.5, lower panel on the right), let us consider Figure 5.6: since the x and
y coordinates are initialized equally, the fine grained solutions would be identical for
those cells that have reached equal z during the first stage (Figure 5.6 upper panel). If
the initial x coordinates are mirrored however, the solution will be symmetrical (Figure
5.6 lower right panel and Figure 5.5, lower panel). Note that perfect symmetry is only
facilitated by this formulation, but not enforced: if system states in the first hierarchical
stage converge to z values that differ between left and right, the initial states for the
second hierarchical stage are distinct and can therefore yield different trajectories with
different end points, which eventually results in non-symmetric patterns. Hence, in
this setup we adopt the term weak symmetry constraints.
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Figure 5.5.: Two hierarchical levels of development. Upper panel: four cells are initialized
with cell type z0 = 0.5 and (x, y) ∈ {0, 1}. In the 2D representations, z-positions are mapped
onto the x− y plane according to the cells’ initial states (i.e., the lower left square gives the
z-value for a cell with (x0, y0) = (0, 0), the lower right square gives the z-value for a cell with
(x0, y0) = (0, 1) and so on). State trajectories in the phase space are given. After the system
states of the first stage have reached their final position in phase space, their z-values mark
the initial cell type of the four respective cells in the second, fine grained level (lower panel).
These are initialized with (x, y) ∈ {0, 1} again for each coarse level cell. Note the symmetric
coordinates in the second level (see also Figure 5.6).
5.3.3. Heterochrony in Vector Field Embryogeny
Biologists use the terms heterochrony and allometry when describing temporal charac-
teristics of developmental processes [12]. On the one hand, heterochrony is describing
the evolutionary change in rates and timing of developmental processes. This means,
an explicit view on the time axis of development is employed. On the other hand,
allometry refers to time implicitly, describing covariation of size and shape of features
of an embryo (see e.g. [12, 111, 112, 113]). Heterochronic change can e.g. be observed
in the development of the vertebrate eye: the initiation of eye development is earlier
in lizards than in mammals and are thus proportionally larger [1].
Interestingly, in biology, heterochrony seems to be under direct evolutionary influence.
For example, genes of C. elegans have been identified which control heterochrony di-
rectly [114]: mutations of these single specific genes result in a change of relative timing
of cell differentiation. Furthermore, these mutations have also been observed among
natural species. Thus, observing direct evolution of heterochrony in an artificial system
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Figure 5.6.: Non-symmetrical and symmetrical setup of the experiments: Explicitly chang-
ing the coordinates of the initial state of a fine grained level allows exploitation of symmetry.
The upper panel shows the resulting final cell-type distribution from the experiment pre-
sented in Figure 5.5, if the weak symmetry constraint is not employed. The lower panel
shows the same result using a weak symmetry constraint.
might also allow for new insights into biological evolution.
Heterochronic changes are changes in the timing of developmental processes. In a vector
field embryogeny interpretation, developmental processes are represented by basic field
elements that build up the phase space. Thus, I interpret heterochrony as allowing
evolution to choose a time frame during development, in which such an element is
active, i.e., has influence on the system trajectory. Outside of this timeframe, the
element is without influence. Therefore, I introduce heterochrony into the vector field
embryogeny framework by adding a temporal dimension to each basic field element as
follows: Firstly, two new variables tci ∈ [0, 1] and tdi ∈ [0, 1] are encoded in the genome
for the i-th field element. These values are scaled to fit simulation time: tc∗i = t
c
i · tmax,
and td∗i = t
d
i · tmax5 . Here, tmax is the maximum simulation time. tc∗i specifies the temporal
center of the field element, while td∗i denotes the length of the timeframe of the field
element. Note that I set the maximum temporal width of an element to one fifth of the
simulation time, such that a temporal separation of basic field elements is facilitated.
For convenience, I define t+ = tc∗i +
td∗i
2
and t− = tc∗i − t
d∗
i
2
. The values tc∗i and t
d∗
i
are used to create a time dependent basic field element Ei(t) = γi(t) · Ei(X,λi), that
replaces Ei(X,λi) in Equation (3.2). γi(t) is a piecewise linear function, which has its
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maximum value of 1 at t = tc∗i (see Figure 5.7):
γi(t) =

2(t−tc∗i )
td∗i
+ 1 if t− < t ≤ tc∗i
2(tc∗i −t)
td∗i
+ 1 if tc∗i < t ≤ t+
0 if t ≤ t− or t > t+
(5.1)
This formulation allows evolution to tune both, onset and temporal length of basic
field elements explicitly. The piecewise linear characteristics are chosen to ensure that
Figure 5.7.: The scaling factor γ that introduces heterochrony into the vector field em-
bryogeny framework, has the presented piecewise linear temporal characteristics.
small mutations of tc∗i and t
d∗
i result in smooth changes of the temporal characteristics
of the phase space.
For heterochrony experiments, I encode the additional parameters tci and t
d
i for the i-th
element in the chromosome of an individual.
5.3.4. Allometry in Vector Field Embryogeny
Allometry occurs when different parts of an organism grow at different rates in distinct
species [1]. An example can be borrowed from Wolpert [115]: the central toe of a horse
grows at a rate 1.4 times that of lateral toes. This allowed for evolutionary adaptation
by formation of the typical shape of the horse hoof, originating from ancestral multi-toe
feet. In this example, the size of a toe can be seen abstractly as a variable in the phase
space of hoof development. In this light, toe development can be seen as a transient
process. At a certain point in developmental time, the outcome of this process (i.e., the
relative size of the toes) is a result of the evolved rates of change of the toe-size variable,
achieved by a scaling of the relative speed of system dynamics of the toes. Therefore,
allometry can be seen as a means to evolutionarily change the transient behavior of
several microscopic parts of a system to influence its final macroscopic shape. In vector
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field embryogeny, we might ask the question: What are the consequences of allowing
for direct evolution of the rate of cellular processes?
We can include allometry into vector field embryogeny by evolving a speed factor for
every cell-state X, which scales the speed of the system state on its trajectory through
the 3D phase space. Thus, in different individuals, X could reach different states in
finite time, even if the phase space would be exactly the same. In practice, I encode n
additional allometry variables, νi, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, which are speed factors of the n cells
in an individual. These variables lie in the interval [0, 1], and are used to scale tmax for
the integration of Equation (3.7), i.e., tallomax,i = νi · tmax for the i-th cell, representing
cellular phase space speed.
In the following, the three implementations described above (hierarchy, heterochrony,
and allometry), will be used to augment vector field embryogeny in the task of cel-
lular differentiation. The experiments presented in the following use the ‘H’-target
shape, presented in Figure 5.4 as optimization goal. I denote the basic setups without
augmentation from Section 5.2.3 as baseline.
Firstly, the hierarchy setup is evaluated. Then, allometry is investigated, and I show
how a combination of the two features realizes the desired optimization behavior. Fi-
nally, the heterochrony setup is applied to both, the simple 4-cell targets given in
Figure 5.1 and the ‘H’-target.
5.3.5. Evolving Differentiation Using Two Stage Spatial Hierarchy
To investigate the influence of spatial hierarchy, I allow for weak symmetrical boundary
conditions as described above by choosing the coordinate system according to the lower
panel on the right of Figure 5.6. The second hierarchy experiment uses a formulation
that allows free evolution of symmetry, by encoding eight additional variables to be
evolved. For each first stage cell, two of these variables (η1, η2) are used to determine
whether the coordinate system for the respective second stage is flipped horizontally
and vertically (η1 < 0.5 and η2 < 0.5, respectively). The number of field elements is
set to 8 in total, i.e., 4 for the first and 4 for the second stage. A combination of two
regular elements and two singular elements in each stage is used.
Both approaches perform significantly better than the reference setup, reaching a mean
fitness of about 0.6 and 0.4 respectively (see Figure 5.10, panels 3 and 4). In Figures
5.8 and 5.9, I depict the evolution of the best individual’s phenotypes coarse and fine
grained stages in the symmetrical boundary conditions run from generation 5 to 100
in steps of 5. It is visible how evolution finds symmetric solutions in the coarse stage
and then uses this pre-structuring in the second stage to build a perfect solution to the
target matching problem. Note that asymmetric solutions are possible even though the
symmetry constraint is used (generation 25) and how a symmetric solution can still be
reached in the second stage even if the first stage is not symmetric (generation 60).
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Figure 5.8.: The evolution of the coarse stage phenotype in a 2-stage hierarchy experiment.
Every fifth generation from generation five to 100 is depicted. See Figure 5.9 for the fine
grained stage, note that both stages evolve simultaneously.
5.3.6. Evolving differentiation with and without allometry
Column 2 in the left panel of Figure 5.10 gives the performance of the allometry setup.
It shows a significant increase in the performance of the system, with a mean fitness
0.55 and smaller variance than in the reference setup. For a thorough analysis, I now
concentrate on the most successful run with allometry. I depict phenotypes for gener-
ations 5 to 100 in steps of 5 (Figure 5.11). The corresponding system trajectories are
given in Figure 5.12. The system seems to have one attractor for all points throughout
the first generations. Around generation 35, a new, lower (i.e., z < 0.5) attractor is
found. Prior to that, all distinct cell type- (i.e., z-) values were resulting from allometric
scaling on the way to the upper attractor, i.e., by cells being in a transient state. After
generation 35, the system settles for this configuration while optimizing the z-position
of the new attractor. A third attractor is found around generation 50, which yields
the basis vector field setup for the final solution. Until generation 100 is reached, the
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Figure 5.9.: The evolution of the fine grained stage phenotype in a 2-stage hierarchy
experiment. Every fifth generation from generation five to 100 is depicted. See Figure 5.8 for
the coarse stage, note that both stages evolve simultaneously.
positions of these three attractors are optimized to yield a perfect solution. In the final
individual, all cells have found suitable trajectories. Additionally, I investigate the
role of allometry in the developmental process of the evolving individuals: I artificially
switch off allometry by setting all νi to 1 and repeat development for the best individ-
uals of each generation throughout the evolutionary run (Figure 5.13). Interestingly,
time plays no role for the development of an individual belonging to later generations.
Indeed, after generation 60, the phenotypes of the original evolutionary run and the
non-allometry run are the same (compare Figures 5.11 and 5.13). I investigated this
feature in all 20 runs of the experiment and found that this holds only for the best
run; all other runs produce individuals that depend on allometry. Therefore, the ques-
tion remains whether the evolutionary success of the best run is directly linked to this
feature.
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Figure 5.10.: Results from the differentiation experiment with 16 cells. The ‘H’-target
pattern and the results from the different setups are presented. The results of the reference
setup, the allometry setup and two hierarchy setups (pre-defined and evolving weak sym-
metry) are depicted, as well as the result of the respective gene regulatory network based
approach.
5.3.7. Evolving Differentiation Using Hierarchy and Allometry
These experiments use a combination of hierarchy and allometry. I investigate three
different experimental setups: using allometry on the first hierarchical stage only, using
allometry on the second hierarchical stage only, and using allometry on both hierarchi-
cal stages. For these experiments, the weak symmetrical boundary conditions apply.
The results for the three different setups are depicted in Figure 5.14. We can see
that hierarchy combined with allometry on both stages reaches the optimal solution
with only few outliers. Using allometry on the second stage only does not improve
performance significantly. Interestingly, using allometry explicitly on the first stage
gives exceptionally good results. Optimal solutions are found in 17 out of 20 runs.
5.3.8. Evolving Differentiation Using Heterochrony
Similar to the allometry implementation described above, the heterochrony setup pro-
vides an encoding of the phase-space, where the temporal dimension is used explicitly.
However, the number of variables encoded in the chromosome of an individual only
depends on the number of basic field elements, and not on the number of cells.
Four Cells Targets
Figure 5.1 gives the target lattices for the first differentiation experiment. The accord-
ing experiments in Section 5.2.3 employing 2 regular and 2 singular basic field elements
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Figure 5.11.: An evolutionary perspective on phenotypes. The best phenotypes throughout
an evolutionary run of the allometry experiment are depicted for every fifth generation from
generation five to 100. It is visible how evolution optimizes phenotypes toward the desired
target shape.
serve as baseline.
Figures 5.15 – 5.17 show the fitness distributions over evolutionary generations for the
best individuals of 20 runs for each of the three experiments, employing both baseline
setup (left panels) and heterochrony setup (right panels). It is clearly visible that the
’onepoint’ and ’half’ experiments converge quickly to an optimal solution in all runs,
with no significant differences in the evolutions, except that initial populations of the
heterochrony runs generally seem to have a worse fitness. Nevertheless, convergence to
optimal fitness takes place for all runs in few generations.
While all except one of the heterochrony ’xor’ experiments reach the optimum solution
in 100 generations, we can observe slower convergence than in the other experiments.
Nevertheless, vector field embryogeny seems suited for the task. It is visible that
for this problem, the initial populations of the baseline and heterochrony setup have a
similar fitness distribution. However, the heterochrony setup has a smoother transition
in fewer generations to optimal fitness. Note that this comparison is not entirely
fair: the heterochrony setup has two additional values encoded per basic field element,
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Figure 5.12.: An evolutionary perspective on phase spaces. The phase space trajectories
of the individuals given in Figure 5.11 are depicted. Both, the cellular differentiation toward
attractors, as well as the changes of attractor positions can be traced throughout evolution.
thus a chromosome size that is larger by 8 elements. To account for this, I repeated
the baseline experiment for the ’xor’ task with an increased number of basic field
elements: The left panel of Figure 5.18 depicts the fitness distribution for an experiment
employing 3 regular and two singular elements, i.e. the same number of free parameters
as compared to the 2 regular + 2 singular element heterochrony setup. Interestingly, the
performance decreases drastically. This could be related to an overfitting phenomenon.
To complete the investigation, the right panel of Figure 5.18 shows the performance
of an experiment employing 2 regular and 3 singular elements. It is visible that no
performance increase results from the additional parameters for the evolution of the
vector field. Thus, the heterochrony setup does not decrease performance of the vector
field embryogeny approach for simple problems, and increases performance for the
slightly more complex ’xor’ problem.
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Figure 5.13.: An evolutionary perspective on modified phenotypes. The phenotypes
throughout evolution are depicted, where genotype is taken from the individuals given in
Figure 5.11 and allometry is switched off. The final individual is allometry-independent after
evolution.
16 Cells Target
I also compare the heterochrony setup to the baseline setup on the more complex
‘H’-task. To account for the increased complexity of the problem, we increased the
number of basic field elements in the heterochrony setup to 4 regular + 4 singular
elements. Each experiment consists of 40 runs of 200 generations. For a fair compar-
ison, I equipped the baseline setup with 5 regular + 5 singular elements. Note that
this baseline setup outperforms a 4 regular + 4 singular elements setup (results not
shown). Figures 5.19 and 5.20 show the fitness distributions of the experiments. In
both approaches, 10 runs converge to the optimum fitness. The heterochrony experi-
ment has a smaller extent of the box denoting the 25th to 75th percentile, but more
runs do not converge to a fitness value below 2, as compared to the convergence of
all runs in Figure 5.19. Figure 5.21 shows an enlarged box plot of the distributions of
the best individuals after 200 generations. Triangular markers give the 95% confidence
comparison intervals, which do not overlap. Thus, it is visible that the median of the
heterochrony setup is lower than the median of the baseline setup, for the given task.
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Figure 5.14.: Results of experiments combining allometry and hierarchy. Allometry is
employed on the first stage only (resulting mean fitness: 0.250), on the second stage only (re-
sulting mean fitness: 0.882), and on both stages (resulting mean fitness: 0.178), respectively.
The plot shows how many of the 20 evolutionary runs reached indicated fitnesses. Note that
the first bin is scaled to a small size (0.0-0.01) to account for the high quality of the solutions.
Figure 5.15.: The plots show the fitness distribution of the best individuals of 20 evolu-
tionary runs over 100 generations for the ’onepoint’ experiment (generations in steps of five).
The left panel depicts the result for the baseline experiment, while the right panel shows the
performance of the heterochrony experiment. Boxes in the box plot denote the 25th to 75th
percentile, dots are outliers. Whiskers extend to ca. 99.3% of the data.
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Figure 5.16.: The plots show the fitness distribution of the best individuals of 20 evo-
lutionary runs over 100 generations for the ’half’ experiment (generations in steps of five).
The left panel depicts the result for the baseline experiment, while the right panel shows the
performance of the heterochrony experiment.
Figure 5.17.: The plots show the fitness distribution of the best individuals of 20 evo-
lutionary runs over 100 generations for the ’xor’ experiment (generations in steps of five).
The left panel depicts the result for the baseline experiment, while the right panel shows the
performance of the heterochrony experiment.
5.3.9. Discussion
Evolutionary changes in biological development are either spatial or temporal [1]. The
temporal aspect has not been given explicit attention in the Artificial Development
community, apart from defining intermediate or final stages of developmental processes,
after a defined number of time steps [43]. It has even been argued that the temporal
aspect can be neglected in developmental systems by replacing the developmental map-
ping with a CPPN (Compositional Pattern Producing Network) [56], a feed forward
artificial neural network like structure with special activation functions. In biology, the
significance of developmental time for evolution has long been recognized and widely
studied. Time in self-organization processes, particularly in spatial pattern formation,
is known to play an important role, see for example [116, 117]. The spatial aspect of
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Figure 5.18.: The plots show the fitness distribution of the best individuals of 20 evo-
lutionary runs over 100 generations for the ’half’ experiment (generations in steps of five).
The baseline setup is employed for both panels. The left panel depicts performance of the
experiment employing three regular and two singular elements, the right panel shows fitness
distributions of the experiment employing two regular and three singular elements.
Figure 5.19.: The fitness distribution over 199 generations of 40 runs of the 16 cells baseline
experiment toward the ‘H’ target. For box-plot attributes, see caption of Figure 5.15.
embryogenesis is a current field of research. Hierarchical structuring is e.g. employed
by Doursat [110] for the creation of cellular differentiation patterns.
Formulating the vector field embryogeny-system hierarchically yields an insight into
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Figure 5.20.: The fitness distribution over 199 generations of 40 runs of the 16 cells
heterochrony experiment toward the ‘H’ target. For box-plot attributes, see caption of Figure
5.15.
how a strategy might look like, with which to tackle more complex problems. The weak
symmetry constraints and evolving symmetry experiments have significantly improved
performance for the given task, although the evolving symmetry runs yield a relatively
large variance in quality. A remaining research question is the definition of the weak
symmetry, especially when more than two stages are employed: should the symmetry
constraint be inherited from the coarse stage to the next stage? Should it be redefined
for each stage and each quadruple of cells? If so, how can we overcome the exponential
increase in parameters to encode symmetry information?
I investigated allometry for the ‘H’ target pattern, and found that it improves evolution-
ary performance significantly. The question remains however, whether the allometry
setup creates a ‘shortcut’ for the solution of the problem, i.e., that the better perfor-
mance stems mostly from directly optimizing the 16 νi-values and thereby rendering
the evolution of the phase space trivial. One trivial (and sub-optimal) solution could
be such, that the phase space consists of a single point attractor at z = 1, which at-
tracts all cell states. If now νi of the 6 cells in the interspace of the ‘H’ shape evolve to
be 0, the interspace would remain at initialization level z = 0.5. However, this would
yield a fitness F = 1.5, a value which is higher than the fitness reached in all but one
evolutionary runs. Another seemingly simple solution would be a phase space that
attracts all cells to a phase space trajectory which reaches z = 1 at one time and z = 0
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Figure 5.21.: Comparison of the baseline and heterochrony setup. Depicted are the distri-
butions of fitnesses of the best individuals of 40 runs after 200 evolutionary generations. Boxes
denote the 25th to 75th percentile. Whiskers extend to ca. 99.3% of the data. Triangular
markers give the comparison intervals (see text).
at another time, and then tuning νi of all cells such that they stop at these two points.
However, considering the basic elements we used, and the initial positioning of cell
states, creating such a phase space would be extremely difficult, since the trajectories
would have to cross their plane of initialization at z = 0.5.
The analysis of the trajectories throughout evolution shows nicely how the phase space
evolves to accomplish the task. It is interesting to find a solution independent of
allometry, although the evolutionary run has this feature enabled. Since allometry
plays a role in the individuals in early generations, it has an effect on the course
of evolution, yielding an evolutionary path to the optimal solution, which without
allometry was not found in any of the reference evolutionary runs we have performed.
Combining the hierarchical framework with allometry yields exceptionally good results.
For allometry on the first stage, 85% of the runs converge to an optimal solution, for
allometry on the second stage, only 55% converge to the optimum, and for allometry
on both stages, 80% converge. Especially the case of using allometry on the first stage
only is interesting, since the performance is not significantly different from employing
allometry on both stages: it seems that if evolution has a more direct control of the
first stage values, the second stage does not need that level of explicit control. If we
use the same setup and evolve the four cell types of the first stage explicitly by direct
coding (i.e., encoding z1 to z4 directly in the chromosome), all runs converge to the
optimal solution (not shown). This finding motivates a setup where several hierarchical
stages are employed, and the explicity of evolutionary control rises towards more coarse
stages, such that e.g. in the four cell stage, a direct coding could be used, in the 16
cell stage a vector field with allometry, and in a subsequent, 64 cell stage a vector field
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only.
Graph based artificial development-systems implicitly allow heterochrony to occur,
but do not easily allow a comparison between non heterochronic and heterochronic
development. vector field embryogeny allows for this comparison. The results presented
here suggest that for the given problems, using heterochrony improves evolutionary
success of nontrivial cellular differentiation tasks. Also, using heterochrony seems to
reduce bad convergence behavior resulting from too many free variables, as seen in
the ’xor’ experiment. Therefore, I believe it is worthwhile to consider investigations of
the temporal dimension of Artificial Development-systems in general, and in particular
to exploit differential combination of modular control aspects of development along
the time axis. Similar to vector field embryogeny, which allows for heterochronic as
well as non heterochronic development, it would be interesting to find a way to more
directly influence heterochrony in graph-based genetic representations, such as artificial
gene regulatory networks. I think that this can be achieved by carefully tuning and
investigating structural aspects of graphs, and may eventually result in finding motifs
[46] that influence the timescale of graph dynamics explicitly. Apart from heterochrony,
to investigate the links between vector field embryogeny and graph representations in
general is an interesting task for future research. An approach combining an abstract,
phase space centered view with a more detailed, graph centered view of gene regulatory
networks could yield a better insight into the evolution of networks, especially in a
biological context.
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6. Evolvability of Graph- and Vector
Field Embryogeny-representations
6.1. Introduction
Chapters 4 and 5 have shown features of two different representations for dynamical
control of development. While on the one hand, evolving graph structures was shown
to possibly incorporate secondary dynamical functions (such as negative feedback) that
were not selected for, and thus possibly slow down evolutionary progress, we have seen
that vector field embryogeny is generally suitable for evolution strategies to create
simple dynamics.
I now want to strengthen the empirical observation that graphs are notoriously hard to
evolve, while vector field embryogeny seems more suitable for an evolutionary process
to succeed. An evolvable∗ representation needs to possess the ability to allow for an
evolution strategy to proceed by its mutation operators, especially with respect to a
standard strategy parameter adaptation. In this context, the causality of the genotype
to phenotype map introduced in the following section can be seen as a prerequisite for
evolvability.
Since mutation of the genotype, coupled to phenotype selection is the way evolution
proceeds, the effect of a dynamics representation in the genotype to phenotype map is
an important aspect of evolutionary success. Therefore, in this chapter I will observe
in more detail how the vector field embryogeny approach and graph representations in
general react toward mutations, and how this might influence an evolutionary method.
6.2. A Prerequisite: Strong Causality and the
Genotype to Phenotype Map
Investigations on evolvabilty in evolution strategies were performed by Sendhoff et al.
[119]. The authors found that a mutation operator should preserve neighborhood struc-
ture in corresponding evolutionary spaces, referring to the genotype and the phenotype
∗Dissimilar to the use of the term evolvability in biology, where it denotes the ability of a population
of organisms to generate genetic diversity and evolve through natural selection [118], I use the
term with respect to the success of a standard evolution strategy.
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space. They state that this is a prerequisite for a successful evolutionary search, and
give the condition in terms of probabilities: ∀gi, gj, gk :
‖f(gi)− f(gj)‖ < ‖f(gi)− f(gk)‖
⇔
P (gi → gj) > P (gi → gk)
(6.1)
Here, gi, gj, gk denote arbitrary genotypes while f(∗) is the mapping between genotype
and phenotype spaces. P (ga → gb) is the probability to have a mutation resulting
in a transition from genotype ga to genotype gb. In the contribution, they show that
for a direct mapping, evolution strategies inherently possess strong causality, due to
normal mutations with zero mean. Thus, in an evolution strategy, to maintain this
causality, it would obviously be beneficial to have a high covariance between change
in genotype and change in phenotype, because for maximal covariance, the monotonic
relation between genotypic and phenotypic change will allow an evolution strategy to
satisfy condition (6.1).
Here, I will investigate the causality change of the genotype to phenotype mapping
created by both, the graph based developmental control, as well as the vector field
embryogeny based developmental control. To do so, I will firstly define a phenotype
representation for dynamical systems, which forms a metric space, and thus allows
calculation of ‖f(gi)− f(gj)‖ in condition (6.1). Subsequently, I will compare the
causalities of vector field embryogeny and graph based mapping, to gain insight into
evolutionary suitability of the two approaches.
6.3. A Phenotype for Dynamical Systems
It is not straight forward to define a general “phenotype” on the meta-level of dynamics.
However, as we have seen in the context of development, the dynamics of a system are
used to control cellular growth. Depending on the interpretation of dynamical features,
system transients or trajectory endpoints (i.e. stable attractors) seem suitable for a
representation of the phenotype. Since in my case, thresholds in the cellular model
combined with transient behavior are used to control development, the phenotype
representation should take this into account and be able to capture transient-related
features and changes thereof.
6.3.1. Discrete Fields
Evaluating the vector field in the general dynamical systems equation (3.1) at n reg-
ular grid points in all m cardinal directions yields nm vectors vl, l ∈ {1, ..., nm} that
approximate the dynamical system in a discretized way. A change in any of the vectors
vl can be seen as a change in parts of the transients of the system, since it represents
a local change in phase space, which does not necessarily result in a change of stable
attractors. Note that this discrete representation can easily be gained for both, graph
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and vector field embryogeny. In vector field embryogeny, the right hand side of Equa-
tion (3.2) gives vl directly when evaluated at the n
m points. For graphs, initializing
the nodes with the same nm discretization points, and subsequent iteration of graph
dynamics for one step yields the necessary data. The difference between each of the nm
system states after iteration and the corresponding initialization values yields a local
derivative, which corresponds to the vectors vl.
6.3.2. Field Difference
The field difference FD(A,B) between two dynamical systems A and B, represented
by discrete fields vAl and v
B
l respectively, is calculated through the normalized sum of
the euclidean distances between corresponding vectors:
FD(A,B) =
1
nm
nm∑
l=1
∥∥vAl − vBl ∥∥2 (6.2)
In the following, I will use the field difference to determine ‖f(gi)− f(gj)‖ in Equation
(6.1), i.e., the phenotype difference of the two individuals i and j.
6.4. Causality in Graph Based Modeling
For the analysis, only single cells with randomly initialized chromosomes are simu-
lated. These cells have no neighbors, hence a diffusion process is superfluous in the
simulations. This results in a simplification of the gene regulatory network simulation
to a pure graph simulation, which could be described by a connection matrix and the
nonlinear activation functions. Note that the effect of diffusion could be simulated by
a negative auto-regulation of each node, if the calculation domain can be expected to
have large size or open boundary conditions. Therefore, without loosing connection to
the gene regulatory network model, it is possible to replace the gene regulatory network
formalism described in Section 3.3.1 with the widely used paradigm of continuous time
recurrent neural networks. In the neural network model, the activation ai of the i-th
neuron is calculated by ai =
1
1+e−s , where s is the weighted sum of the inputs to this
neuron. Weights are in the range [−1, 1].
For the calculation of the field difference, three nodes of the network are selected
randomly. Thus, the observed phase space is 3-dimensional, independent from the
actual network size. Note that this choice represents the dynamics in the light of
a developmental model, since usually not all nodes in a graph control development,
but only a small subset is responsible for the interface to the cellular model. Each of
the three dimensions is sampled with n = 20 discretization steps, thus, 8000 vectors
represent each phase space. The initial activation value of each neuron is drawn from
a uniform random distribution in the range [0, 1].
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Figure 6.1.: An example for the ∆G∆P plots. The right panel shows the data sample
that is used to create the plot in the left panel.
Firstly, I will visualize the characteristics of the different genotype to phenotype maps.
To this end, I want to introduce ∆G∆P -plots, which display the phenotypic change
∆P resulting from a number of genotypic changes ∆G. The left panel of Figure 6.1
shows a sample representation of a ∆G∆P -plot, which is created in the following way:
1. Sample the genotype space with 100 points g0i , i ∈ {1, ..., 100}.
2. Create the discrete fields vl for these 100 points, and denote them as phenotypes
p0i , i ∈ {1, ..., 100}.
3. Mutate each g0i 1000 times by adding uniformly distributed random variables in
the range [-0.1,0.1] to receive genotype gji , j ∈ {1, ..., 1000}. This samples the
genotype neighborhood in the 100 genotype locations.
4. Then, calculate new phenotypes pji , j ∈ {1, ..., 1000}.
5. For each of these, calculate the genotype distance ∆Gji =
1
N
∥∥g0i − gji∥∥2, where
N is the number of entries in the genotype vectors. Note that in the evolution
strategy framework, this genotype distance correlates with the probability of
transition from g0i to g
j
i .
6. Calculate the phenotype distance as field difference ∆P ji = FD(p
0
i , p
j
i ).
7. The resulting pairs ∆P ji ∆G
j
i can be visualized in a histogram fashion to charac-
terize the mapping. These plots are constructed as a 2D histogram, where the
widths of the 20×20 bins are chosen to span over the range [min(∆Gji ),max(∆Gji )]
along the ∆G-axis, and over the range [0,max(∆P ji )] along the ∆P -axis. In such
plots, bin columns contain all ∆P -values that result from a fixed ∆G-range. Each
bin column is normalized individually, such that, for each column, the highest
bin has value 1. This accounts for a possibly uneven distribution of mutations
along the ∆G axis.
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Such plots give first information on the mutational behavior of the genotype to phe-
notype map. Also, because of the sampling of the genotype space, we can infer homo-
geneity of the mutational behavior of the genotype to phenotype map. As an example,
Figures A.1 and A.2 show such plots for the mutations of the 100 points g0i , for graphs
of size 3 and 20 respectively. The 20 nodes setup exhibits cloud-like distributions of
∆G∆P pairs. Independent from the mutation strength, both, small and large changes
in genotype can be achieved. Interestingly, this behavior can again be observed in
virtually all subplots.
From the plots alone, we can infer that the covariance between ∆G and ∆P is higher
for graphs with low number of nodes than for larger graphs. Remember that for a
mapping to maintain causality in ES, a distribution in the ∆G∆P plots that rises
monotonically would be ideal. A high covariance in the data points can be chosen to
represent such a behavior. Therefore, I choose the covariance between ∆G and ∆P of
different representations as indicator of suitability for ES. For a systematic comparison,
I subtract the mean and normalize the data for each of the 100 sets of data points that
define the ∆G∆P plots to [−1, 1]. Note that normalization is sensible, since ES self-
adapts mutational stepsize, such that the qualitative, and not the quantitative relation
between ∆G and ∆P values are important.
Figure 6.2 gives the distributions of the covariances for the 100 g0i , evaluated in different
sized networks. The plot verifies the speculation above: the covariance rises with
smaller network sizes. Thus, for evolution strategies, we can expect that only trivial
graph structures can be evolved efficiently.
Figure 6.2.: The plot shows the distributions of covariances of ∆G∆P -pairs for graph se-
tups with different numbers of nodes. Each box represents the data of 100 genotype positions
g0i , mutated for 1000 times.
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6.5. Causality in Vector Field Embryogeny Based
Modeling
The same investigations can now be performed for the vector field embryogeny frame-
work. Similar to the graph experiment, Figure A.3 shows the ∆G∆P plots for a vector
field embryogeny setup, which employs 6 singular basic field elements. Here we can ob-
serve a slightly positive slope of the distributions. The distributions over the subplots
are similar, with few exceptions where the spread is larger. Again, Figure 6.3 gives the
distributions of the covariances for the 100 g0i , evaluated for different numbers of basic
field elements. We can see the similar trend as in the graph setups, that covariances
Figure 6.3.: The plot shows the distributions of covariances for vector field embryogeny se-
tups with different numbers of nodes. Each box represents the data of 100 genotype positions
g0i .
decrease toward larger systems.
6.6. Comparison of Graph Based and Vector Field
Embryogeny Based Modeling
To be able to compare the two approaches for developmental control, causality repre-
sents but the suitability for evolutionary computation to advance. However, it is also
necessary to compare systems that have the same representational power, i.e., the same
capabilities to represent dynamics.
Typical dynamics features such as number of attractors and basins of attraction are
interesting for the analysis of system stable states, but neglect most of the transient
features, while evaluating transients yields highly variable, system dependent informa-
tion. An illustrative example is the comparison of two similar phase spaces, except
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that the one is scaled by a factor of two, i.e. the system is twice as fast. For the at-
tractor based investigations, both would obviously yield the same results, while for a
transient based investigation, they would be dissimilar. Therefore, we have to decide
for a suitable point of view, i.e. whether the two phase spaces in this example should
be ranked similar or dissimilar.
I want to develop a way of measuring “representational power”, that is adapted to
the use of dynamical systems formulation in developmental models. Usually, in these
models transients are thresholded to yield binary function, such as triggering a cell
division. Therefore, the transient behavior of the control system is important. Further,
not all variables from the dynamical system serve as interface to the cellular model.
We can thus assume that the transients of only a restricted number of variables from
the dynamical system is of interest for the determination of representational power.
From an evolutionary developmental point of view, genetically encoded thresholds sub-
divide the phase-space perpendicularly to its cardinal directions. If the trajectory of the
system state crosses such a threshold, an action is triggered. When a threshold exists
for each cardinal direction, it is possible to constrain any ‘rectangular’ subvolume of
the phase space with them. Therefore, the ability of a dynamical system to reach these
subvolumes during transient behavior can be taken as its representational power, since
cellular action that are defined to be activated in these regions can be triggered. Thus,
if a dynamics representation has the ability to bring the system state to any point in
the phase space, it is a powerful representation. In the following, as an indicator for
this representational power, I will investigate the covered phase space, i.e., the area in
the phase space that can be reached by the dynamical system representation.
The experiments are structured as follows: Similar to the experiments in Section 5.2, I
initialize 9 system starting states Xi = (xi, yi, zi), i ∈ {1, ..., 9} in a three dimensional
phase space at xi ∈ {0, 0.5, 1.0} and yi ∈ {0, 0.5, 1.0}, where all zi = 0.5. This
represents an intermediate sampling of the starting positions of experiments in Section
5.2. The system is initialized with a random chromosome, and from each of these
starting points dynamics are iterated for 100 time steps. All 9·100 phase space positions
visited by the system state are recorded. Then, the procedure is repeated 999 times
with a new random chromosome. In this way, the resulting point-cloud of all transient
system states of the 1000 random samples from the genotype space gives an estimate
of the phase-space coverage of the representation. To calculate the empty phase space
size, I subdivide the phase space into 10x10x10 equally sized sub-volumes, and check
for each if they contain at least one of the previously recorded system states. Then, I
can count these sub-volumes and get the estimate for representational power.
For vector field embryogeny, Figure 6.4(a) gives a plot of the covered phase space over
the number of basic field elements, i.e., the degrees of freedom employed. Note that I
chose half of the number of basic field elements to be singular, and the other half to
be regular elements, similar to the experiments in Section 5.2. We can see that phase
space coverage is 100% for lower degrees of freedom. Interestingly, the phase space
coverage decreases steadily with higher numbers of basic elements. While at first this
seems counter-intuitive, closer inspection shows us that for a large number of basic field
elements, it becomes more likely to have a strong attractor close to the starting point
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of the system states, such that shorter phase space trajectories occur with a higher
probability. The area not covered in these cases can be found at the boundaries of the
phase space (data not shown).
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4.: The phase space coverage of graph and vector field embryogeny approaches.
Panel (a) shows the data for the vector field embryogeny setup, panel (b) gives the data for
the graph setup. Note the abscissa values, giving the dimensionality of the search space: in
(b), for a fully connected graph, the number of nodes needs is squared to give the numbers
of free parameters. In (a), the number of basic field elements is multiplied by the number
of parameters that encode each element. Highlighted by circles are the three setups that are
used for comparison (see text for more details).
Figure 6.4(b) gives a plot of the covered phase space over different graph sizes. We can
see that for a low number of nodes, less than half of the phase space is covered by the
point cloud. With an increasing number of nodes, phase space coverage increases to over
87% since the representation gets richer in dynamics. however, for larger graphs, the
phase space coverage decreases, where the largest network of 96 nodes covers only 30%.
This effect can similarly be observed in the vector field embryogeny-appraoch. One
hypthesis could be, that a larger graph possibly creates a larger number of attractors,
which necessarily have a higher probability of proximity to the initial system states,
similar to the observed case for the vector field embryogeny model. However, this
hypothesis remains to be investigated thoroughly.
The two plots in Figure 6.4 allow us to asses representational power of the two ap-
proaches and gives us a basis for comparison of evolvability. As an example, I choose
a graph with 20 nodes (400 degrees of freedom), which gives a phase space coverage of
87% (see circular highlight in Figure 6.4(b)). From the highlighted samples in Figure
6.4(a), we can see that a vector field embryogeny setup using 12 basic field elements
(78 degrees of freedom) clearly has a higher phase-space coverage, while a vector field
embryogeny setup using 24 basic field elements (156 degrees of freedom) clearly has a
lower phase space coverage than the chosen graph sample.
Figure 6.5 shows the ∆G∆P covariance distributions for these three cases: a graph with
20 nodes, a vector field embryogeny setup with 24 basic elements, and a vector field
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embryogeny setup with 12 basic elements. We can see that covariance values are low in
general, but are significantly higher for both vector field embryogeny representations.
Figure 6.5.: The distributions of covariances for the comparison of graph and vector
field embryogeny setups with matched numbers of nodes and basic field elements. Each box
represents the data of 100 genotype positions g0i .
6.7. Discussion
The ∆G∆P plots introduced in this chapter provide a visual cue on the mutational
behavior and homogeneity of the genotype to phenotype mappings. In evolution strate-
gies, we have seen that the covariance of the ∆G∆P data can be used as an indicator
of evolvability. The experiments have shown that for graphs, covariance decreases
with increasing number of nodes. For vector field embryogeny, this trend can also be
observed. This strongly motivates the use of an incremental approach toward more
complex systems, where starting from a small graph/a vector field embryogeny with
few basic field elements, evolution has the ability to add nodes or field elements when
evolution stagnates. NEAT [39] is such an approach for graphs; similar ideas could be
envisioned for vector field embryogeny.
The analysis of phase space coverage for vector field embryogeny gives insight into its
general dynamic behavior: while a more complex setup with more basic field elements
should potentially yield more complex dynamics, the consequences of more vector field
embryogeny basic field elements are shorter trajectories. The reason for this is the
probability of a strong attractor to be close to the starting points. This too would
motivate an incremental approach, with careful introduction of new basic field elements.
For example, a new random element could be added, with weight initialized at 0, such
that it does not change phase space at first. Evolution can then tune the weight and
thereby increment complexity of the representation.
For graphs, the expected gain in phase space coverage for increasingly larger networks
can be observed only up to a network size of around 20 nodes. For larger networks,
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phase space coverage decreases again. The reason for this is unclear so far and an in-
teresting subject for future research. One hypothesis could be that, since larger graphs
potentially have a higher number of attractors [120], the probability for a trajectory to
end in such an attractor early increases, similar to the experiments in the vector field
embryogeny setup.
When we choose a graph setup and a vector field embryogeny setup with similar phase
space coverage, we find that the vector field embryogeny setup has a higher covariance
between phenotypic changes and genotypic changes. For evolution strategies, this
correlates with the higher success rate of vector field embryogeny in solving the cellular
differentiation task. Another interesting fact from an evolutionary perspective is the
dimensionality of the genotype space for such matched representations: while genotype
space grows quadratically with the number of nodes in a fully connected graph, it grows
only linearly with the number of basic field elements in vector field embryogeny. This
naturally alleviates the search process in more complex domains.
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Summary and Discussion
Artificial Development-approaches comparable to those presented in this thesis have
become increasingly popular in evolutionary computation. The reason is a search for
efficient optimization methods in complex, i.e. high dimensional problem domains [22].
Within this discipline, the developmental process is used as a genotype to phenotype
map. Instead of encoding all features of the whole design directly on the genotype, a
process that builds up the phenotype is encoded only. This may reduce the need for
encoded information, and thus decrease the dimensionality of the search space.
The main problem of this kind of indirect mapping is the non-linear relationship be-
tween mutational changes to the genotype, and the resulting phenotypic alteration.
For example, it is possible for a large mutation to result in no phenotypic change at
all. At the same time, small mutations can change the developmental process sub-
stantially. Hence, strategy adaptation in the evolutionary method, which is meant
to exploit knowledge gained about the problem domain during optimization can not
generally succeed.
Still, the indirectness of representing the dynamics is necessary to control a develop-
mental process. Placing a number of design points in a design space in a generative
fashion must be coordinated, such that the compact genotypic description can be inter-
preted to produce a complete design. The experiment presented in section 4.2 of this
thesis reveals that, although biology employs a graph representation for the dynamics,
such an approach is less suited for computational evolution. The possibility of evolving
characteristics that are not directly selected for, such as mutational robustness, poses a
problem to the application of evolution as an optimization method: a graph structure
evolves to decrease the effect of mutation on individual solutions. As a result, small
mutations lose their effect, while large mutations still change the phenotype. However,
in a rugged fitness landscape they have a high probability to yield worse fitness val-
ues. Thus, strategy adaptation tends to choose small mutational steps. Subsequently,
stagnation results and an optimization might end in a local optimum prematurely.
Besides this evolvability consideration, the experiment presented in section 4.2 shows
the necessity of analyzing graph dynamics more thoroughly, not, as usual, only from the
static perspective. Recently, such research comes into focus in a biological context [87].
The evolutionary experiment in section 4.2 is a first step toward similar considerations
in Artificial Development-systems. However, such analysis is troublesome, due to the
large amount of data created. Data mining tools could facilitate this work in the future.
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As we have seen in section 4.3, applying evolutionary development to engineering sys-
tem design is possible. However, the aforementioned high amount of data that results
from just one evolutionary run, combined with the non-trivial genotype- to dynamics-
map, and the even less trivial dynamics- to phenotype-map, renders complete analysis
very difficult. In accordance with the standard approach in the scientific field, I re-
duced the analysis to a performance based comparison between different approaches.
The topology optimization task to create a Pareto-set of stable, lightweight designs rep-
resents such a benchmark, since alternative state of the art methods to solve this kind of
problem exist. Both developmental models presented here, the ‘sphere cell’-model and
the ‘polarized sphere cell’-model result in non-trivial solutions to the design problem.
Even though state of the art approaches outperform the developmental models in most
configurations, we can see that extremely lightweight designs can be achieved with the
‘polarized sphere cell’-model only. This design domain exceeds the representational
capacities of the ‘simple rules’ that govern the state of the art methods (SIMP, ESO).
Therefore, the experiments motivate the use of a cellular encoding in more complex
design problems, where such simple rules cannot be given directly, such as nonlinear
problems in crash worthiness or porous material for surface-fluid interactions.
The analysis of these experiments led me to research alternative approaches to the
representation of dynamical systems, that could be more suitable than graphs in the
context of computational evolution. I have taken the approach to model dynamics
in system phase space directly, through superposition of basic vector field elements,
an approach which I named vector field embryogeny. The experiments presented in
section 5.2 show that vector field embryogeny has a clear advantage over the graph-
based approaches for the given sample tasks. With respect to strategy parameter
adaptation in evolution strategies, the greater correlation between a genetic mutation
and a change in the dynamics seems to be at least partly the reason for this advantage.
In section 5.3, I elaborate the meaning of vector field embryogeny in the context of
biological science. Systematic investigations of higher level principles, such as hier-
archy, heterochrony and allometry are possible when this abstraction is employed. It
would be worthwhile to extend the insights into evolvability toward biological gene reg-
ulatory networks. Maybe, some genes and sub-networks of gene regulatory networks
are just a low level representation of dynamical primitives, comparable to basic field
elements in vector field embryogeny. Instead of observing mutations on the genetic
level together with alterations to phenotypes, the change of dynamics, resulting from
mutation should be monitored in biological organisms. Finding such ‘biological ba-
sic field elements’ would not only enhance the understanding of biological evolution,
but also build a library for technical design optimization. Eventually, such a library
would allow the findings from the comparison of vector field- and graph-evolution in
Chapter 6 to be extended to biology. Since vector field embryogeny possesses a larger
causality of the genotype- to phenotype-map than graph-representations, the vector
field embryogeny-point of view could allow for a re-interpretation of mutational events
and their phenotypic effect.
A natural question arising from the investigations discussed above is why biology em-
ploys gene regulatory networks, i.e., graphs as a representation for dynamics, if they are
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so hard to successfully evolve. A possible answer to this is that the biologic substrate
only allows such graphs as a feasible way of encoding dynamics, building on available
elements such as proteins, nucleic acids, and enzymes. Still, we have to ask ourselves
why biological species seem to maintain evolvability despite the graph structures of
their gene regulatory networks, or vice versa, why this does not hold for evolution-
ary computation. We might only speculate that in contrast to biology, evolutionary
algorithms employ fairly small populations and stop after extremely few generations.
Needless to say this is due to the high computational expense of developmental sim-
ulations. Larger population sizes and less selection pressure in the simulations might
naturally result in a larger diversity in the populations, and hence better optimiza-
tion performance. Also, the biological environment is extremely rich, such that many
niches exist for more ’exotic’ species to survive. A successful attempt to artificially
keep population diversity high through niching in graph evolution can be found in [39].
Overall, we have seen that artificial evolutionary development allows for finding non-
trivial solutions for complex design problems. The proposed ‘polarized sphere cell’-
model imitates biological embryogeny to account for a rich space of possible cellular
arrangements. The close interaction between the evolutionary process, the develop-
mental mapping and environmental simulations necessitate a thorough adjustment of
all these processes, to build up a successful overall optimization scheme. First steps are
presented in this thesis. vector field embryogeny is specifically designed to be combined
with a standard evolution strategy with self-adaptation to create an effective evolution-
ary developmental system, and shows promising results in sample evolutionary tasks.
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A. ∆G∆P Plots
This appendix gives the ∆G∆P plots referenced in chapter 6. Three different setups
are distinguished: a three nodes graph representation, a 20 nodes graph representation,
and a 6 basic field elements VFE representation.
Figure A.1.: The ∆G∆P plots for 100 samples of the genotype space of a graph setup
with three nodes are depicted. Each plot is created in the same way as the plot in Figure 6.1.
In the three nodes setup, we can observe a triangular shape of the distributions for the small
network size. This suggests that small mutations result in small phenotypic changes, while
large mutations result in both, small and large genotypic changes. Also, we see homogeneity
throughout the different subplots, which points to a genotype to phenotype map that has
same mutational behavior at different genotype positions.
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Figure A.2.: The ∆G∆P plots for 100 samples of the genotype space of a graph setup
with twenty nodes are depicted. Each plot is created in the same way as the plot in Figure
6.1, using the same colorbar.
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A. ∆G∆P Plots
Figure A.3.: The ∆G∆P plots for 100 samples of the genotype space of vector field
embryogeny setup with six basic elements are depicted. Each plot is created in the same way
as the plot in Figure 6.1, using the same colorbar.
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B. Sequence Diagrams of the
Artificial Development-Simulation
Environment and the Vector Field
Embryogeny Simulation
The first sequence diagram depicts the implementation of development and fitness
calculation in the Artificial Development-simulation. The example uses the sphere cell
model, and consists of the classes
• LetItGrow: This is a placeholder class, and is used to initialize development
and collect the fitness afterward. It can easily be replaced with an arbitrary
evolutionary optimization technique.
• FitnessFunction: This class organizes the developmental process. It instantiates
the development environment and contains the major developmental loop.
• BGene: This class transforms the unstructured vector of design variables into the
sub-vector structure consisting of genes, regulatory units, and structural units,
and provides helper functions such as the calculation of gene activation.
• SphereEgg: This class contains the implementation of cellular growth for the
sphere cell model. Transcription factors and cells are instantiated from here.
• SphereCell: The class representing cells inside the developmental model. Cells
possess a pointer to the genetic information, their own positional information,
and a number of type attributes that are used to control e.g. differential adhesion
or cell type.
The second sequence diagram depicts the vector field embryogeny-program for the
simulation of a dynamical system. It consists of the main class DynSysMain.cpp from
which the vector field embryogeny phase space model implemented in DynSys.cpp is
instantiated.
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the Vector Field Embryogeny Simulation
Figure B.1.: The sequence diagram of development and fitness calculation in the Artificial
Development-simulation.
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B. Sequence Diagrams of the Artificial Development-Simulation Environment and
the Vector Field Embryogeny Simulation
Figure B.2.: The sequence diagram of the vector field embryogeny simulation.
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C. Bi-Linear Energy Calculation
In this thesis, the bi-linear energy E is used as a measure for stability of mechanical
structures. in general, it is defined as
E =
∫
Ω
uTKu. (C.1)
In this equation, u denotes the displacements of the elements, while K is the stiffness
matrix. Ω is the design domain. thus, the total bilinear energy is calculated by summing
up its individual components for each finite element. Note that the bilinear energy
grows with the square of the displacements. It is suitable as a measure for stability,
since it includes not only the displacements alone, but also the material properties: a
stiff material in a design, that is displaced heavily should have a lower quality than
a ‘softer’ material with the same displacement. Note also that for the calculation
of fitness f , only the maximal bilinear energy over all finite elements is used, which
denotes the ‘weakest’ point of the design with respect to its load: f = maxΩ(u
TKu).
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